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Dedication (in Slovene)
Staršema,
ki sta poskrbela, da bi znal diplomsko nalogo napisati v materinščini – brez
pravopisno odsvetovane rabe besed.

Abstract
Discussions held on online forums differ from traditional text documents in
several ways. In addition to individual utterances usually being very short, they also
have multiple messengers, each of whom may exhibit their own form of non-natural
punctuation and undocumented internet lingo use. Consequently, the current state-ofthe-art methods for summarizing text and providing a clear, coherent picture of the
topics discussed in a comments section cannot be easily applied to these sorts of
corpora. This thesis discusses the techniques that can.
In this work, we analyse the field of online discussion summarization. We pay
the most attention to the topic modeling step of the current state-of-the-art method for
this task, providing detailed theoretical explanations for each technique used therein.
We externally examine three topical-clustering methods, concluding that Latent
Dirichlet Allocation, word embeddings and dimensionally-reduced hyperdimensional
computing can be considered comparable for this use-case. Additionally, a novel
abstractive summarizer framework is proposed and compared to the current state-ofthe-art output, shedding a light on the potential direction of future work in the field.
The experimental results show that the distinct systems used in our summarizer
synergize well to produce legible and coherent conversation abstractions.

Keywords: Abstractive summarization, Online discussion summarization,
Latent Dirchlet Allocation, Word embeddings, Hyperdimensional computing,
Dimensionality reduction, Topic Labeling, Sentiment Analysis
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Povzetek
Diskusije na spletnih forumih se od drugih besedilnih dokumentov razlikujejo v
mnogih pogledih. Ob dejstvu, da so posamezne izjave v obliki komentarjev po navadi
zelo kratke, imajo te tudi različne sporočevalce – izmed katerih lahko vsak uporablja
drugačno shemo nenaravne rabe ločil in nedokumentiranega spletnega žargona. Pri
zbirkah tovrstnih besedil posledično ne moremo uporabljati številnih najsodobnejših
tehnologij za povzemanje. V tem diplomskem delu so predstavljene tiste, ki jih lahko.
V delu analiziramo področje povzemanja spletnega diskurza. Največ pozornosti
posvetimo koraku oblikovanja tematskih predstavitev v trenutno najpogosteje
rabljenem postopku za tovrstno povzemanje besedil. Podana je podrobna teoretična
podlaga za vse v njem uporabljene prijeme obdelave naravnega jezika. Eksterno
ocenimo tri metode tematskega gručenja spletnih komentarjev in doženemo zaključek,
da so Latentna Dirichletova alokacija, vgradnja besed in dimenzionalno-zmanjšane
hiperrazsežne predstavitve primerljivo primerne tehnologije za to nalogo. Nazadnje
predstavimo tudi novo ogrodje za povzemanje spletnih pogovorov, ki deluje na
osnovah povzemanja z abstrahiranjem in tako predstavimo možno usmeritev
nadaljnjega dela v tej sferi. Rezultati eksperimentov kažejo, da se neodvisni sistemi,
uporabljeni v našem ogrodju, povežejo v smiselno celoto, zmožno generiranja jasnih
in berljivih tekstovnih izvlečkov spletnih pogovorov.

Ključne besede: povzemanje z abstrahiranjem, povzemanje spletnega diskurza,
Latentna Dirichletova alokacija, vgradnje besed, hiperrazsežno računanje,
razsežnostno krčenje, označevanje tem, čustvena analiza
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Table of Acronyms
In the presented work, the following acronyms are used.
Acronym

English

NLP
UGC
WE
HDV
HDC
TF-IDF

Natural language processing
User generated content
Word embeddings
Hyperdimensional vector
Hyperdimensional computing
Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency

BOW
SOM
t-SNE
CBOW
OP
GloVe
pp
tok
AMI

Bag-of-words
Self-organized maps
T-distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding
Continuous bag of words
Original post / Original poster
Global Vectors for Word Representation
Pre-processing
Tokenization
Adjusted Mutual Information (score)

ARI
FMI
IRI
JSON
RDF
POS
NER

Adjusted Rand Index (score)
Fowlkes Mallows Index (score)
Internationalized Resource Identifier
JavaScript Object Notation
Resource Description Framework
Part of speech
Named entity recognition

The acronyms are explained further in the thesis body upon their use or are made
clear in the presented Figures.

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
User generated content (UGC) and the platforms that host it have changed the
way we use the internet in what has become known as the Web 2.0 revolution. This
shift in the understanding of the cyberspace that, among other things, emphasizes
participatory culture between users, has had an immense cultural significance; most
prominently exhibited by the 2006 Time Magazine’s Person of the Year Award being
presented to “You” [1].
On an average day, more than a billion hours of user generated YouTube clips
are streamed [2], while at least four (and up to eight, depending on perspective) of the
top 10 most visited websites worldwide rely on user-generated videos, posts or other
forms of contributions as the main source of content that they offer to their visitors [3].
What consumers choose to submit on these websites is thus a representation of the
human condition – one that we use as a source for information, information
surveillance, entertainment and social utility [4]. One scholar describes the
development of open source software, collaborative extension of the Wikipedia and
the communal world-building that happens in MMO games as “processes of massively
parallelized and decentralized creativity and innovation, built on iterative,
evolutionary development models in which often very large communities of
participants make a number of usually very small, incremental changes to the
established knowledge base. They are thereby enabling a gradual improvement in
quality, which – under the right conditions – can nonetheless outpace the speed of
product development in the conventional, industrial model.” This produsage (as he
calls it) of online services hence removes the role of the ‘end-user’, while the roles of
consumer and producer of online content have faded into comparative insignificance
[5, 6]. Media critic Jay Rosen describes the now more singular role as ‘The people
formerly known as the audience” [7].
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One of the most common and simple forms of UGC on the internet is the user
comment. With it, a user of a specific website can, either anonymously or with some
form of identification, share their opinion or sentiment about a piece of content (be it
user generated or otherwise) or something it refers to. Comments can be found on
dedicated online message boards, where users engage in conversations about problems
and topics, which have been submitted with the sole intent of being discussed.
However, we also encounter comments on websites and services that were once
viewed as products to only be consumed and not participated in. For example; the
above explained concept of produsage has been described as Participatory journalism
by some sources. This is due to the paradigm shift that the newspaper and broadcast
reporting industries have experienced by embracing the user comment. These media
outlets went from once catering to “undifferentiated members of a relatively passive
‘audience’”, to now co-producing the content with their commenters. While comments
on news websites are usually written only by a small fraction of the website’s visitors,
with a minority of the visitors actually reading them as well, their anonymity,
immunity to gatekeeping, and the offer of immediate satisfaction of getting published,
make them an engaging participatory tool for users. On the other hand, journalists and
site moderators can benefit from the comments’ prospect of ego-gratification and the
appearance of authenticity that they provide to a website [8]. Similar motivations for
original posters (OPs, as abbreviated by Urban dictionary, another UGC focused
platform [9]) and commenters can be extrapolated to the prevalence of comments on
online blogs, social media posts and web-stores.
As all online data, comments carry a great amount of useful information. This
can, of course, be easily intuited by the above description of them as “One of the most
common and simple forms of online representations of the human condition”. Along
these lines, big data researchers have successfully used them to predict stock market
volatility [10], improve web-search and predict the characteristics of best performing
comments [11]. This form of comment interpretation, however, involves the study of
several thousands, if not millions of comments from several OPs. Above, we have
established that correctly interpreted comments on a single post can offer useful,
complementary information, as well as opinions from other users. If provided at the
forefront of a given comment section, such interpretations would save users a
considerable amount of time when viewing the comment section for the first time –
offering key information at a glance. They would also provide them with the option of
self-moderation (i.e., deciding to stay away from sensitive, triggering or uninteresting
topics), while also providing a vast amount of utility for business analytics. Correctly
interpreting comments, however, is no simple task.

1.1 Motivation
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Existing mechanisms for displaying comments on websites include sorting by
recency or by user rating, which we can interpret as a measure of quality, relevancy or
controversiality. The former method is widely recognized to not scale well and may
lead to cyberpolarization [12], while the latter is platform specific and still often fails
to offer an overall image of topics discussed in comments. Furthermore, simply
ranking comments still displays their source texts, which have been widely chastised
for their low quality, uncertain origins, frequently dubious contribution to the public
discourse and inclusion of profanity or even libel [8].
Instinctively, an easily understandable automatic summary of the online
conversation at hand would solve the problems described above. Researchers have
specified that an ideal conversational overview summary of online comments should
identify and articulate main issues discussed in the comment section and characterize
opinion on these main issues. This characterization includes the identification of
alternative viewpoints and providing grounds for them, highlighting the distribution of
opinion and the presence of consensus (or lack thereof) [13]. This should all, in the
end, be presented in a legible, reader-friendly manner.
Creating a summary like this, though, comes with its own share of problems and
challenges. First and foremost: A generalized automatic summarization system would
be extremely hard to implement in a real-world scenario, due to the platform specificity
of different comment structures on the internet. Aside from that, understanding corpus
semantics – the meaning of examined language, is at the core of most Natural language
understanding (NLU) problems. This problem is further emphasized by the prevalence
of formatting and non-natural punctuation use on online message boards, as well as
the existence of undocumented, community specific internet lingo. Furthermore, just
understanding the words used in the comments is not enough; as the discussed topics
or issues are often not be clearly stated words in the comments themselves, but rather
their latent features – aspects, inherent to the data itself. To create a good summary,
these latent features need to be extracted and properly labeled. From there the problems
of highlighting opinion distribution and providing grounds for said opinions diverge
into the fields of sentiment analysis and argument mining, respectively. Lastly, the
way a system presents the synthetized summary is also a challenging domain; as
abstractive summaries are inherently reliant on the quality their pre-determined
frameworks, which are also subject to the dangers and/or advantages of domain
specificity, template quality etc. The quality of these representations is also difficult to
measure, as coherence, conciseness, readability and other text quality metrics are often
regarded as subjective. The evaluation complexity increases even more when
considering graphical or other non-text-based methods of summarization.
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1.2 Related work
Online discussion summarization is a field that has not been addressed directly
by many authors. One group of them [14–16] have roughly described a three-step
process, that includes topical clustering of all the observed comments, establishing a
ranking method for determining the most salient ones in each cluster and later
summarizing them. Between them, the authors confidently established Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) topic modeling as the most human like grouping algorithm, while
graph based ranking processes like PageRank were favoured in two out of three papers,
with the third opting for Maximal Marginal Relevance. The papers diverge in the last
step of the process regarding the actual representation of data, as only one tries to
present it in natural language; using extractive summarization techniques – and finally
establishes that study participants did not think that the results were good when
compared to human-produced summaries.
Work done under the SENSEI project [13, 17, 18] criticizes the evaluation
process in above papers, stating that their non task-based studies did not evaluate if the
described approaches are indeed useful to the end user and how well they are meeting
user needs. In their own authored work, they provide an array of interactive prototypes
for the presentation of an example summarization method. A task-based evaluation of
their system received an above-average rating. Further work [19] also proposes a novel
graph-based linear regression model based on the Markov Cluster Algorithm (MCL).
This outperforms LDA and provides the benefit of not having to provide the number
of topics ahead of clustering. The same paper also relates to a topic labeling philosophy
[20], that uses the same hypothesis for identifying word-semantics similarity as word
embedding. However, the use of multidomain knowledge bases is required for the
implementation of these methods [21].
To the the best of our knowledge, popular NLP word embedding algorithms (i.e.,
word2vec, GloVe) have not been used directly for comment summarization
applications up until now, as have not hyperdimensional representations, another topic
of interest. In general, we find that the possible alternative methods of natural language
data representation before clustering comments by topic have went by mostly
overlooked and should, at the very least, be examined.

1.3 Scope, methodology and thesis overview
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1.3 Scope, methodology and thesis overview
The scope of the entire problem extends beyond the boundaries of this bachelor’s
thesis, which mostly focuses on the extraction of latent topics discussed in each
comment section. In it, we also experiment with sentiment analysis to fill a
predetermined template for abstractive summarization, while methods of topic
labeling are applied to name the examined latent topics. Hence, this thesis is split into
two parts, each of which provides one of two of its final contributions.
In the first part, we examine the applicability of three different NLP data
representation techniques and their variations for the task of finding topical groups in
online comment sections. This task is due to current state-of-the-art discussion
summarizers using this as the first step of their framework. For each technique used, a
subsection with theoretical grounds is provided in Chapter 2: word embeddings
(Section 2.3), hyperdimensional computing (Section 2.4) and Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (Section 2.6.1). Other powerful techniques, capable of improving the
outputs of these methods are presented elsewhere in Chapter 2, while an overview of
our three topical models is presented in Chapter 3, along with the description of our
implementation. In its later subsections, a comparative study to human clustering
patterns is described to establish the optimal topic modeling framework for the
explored use case.
In part two, consisting of Chapters 4 and 5, a novel online discussion
summarization framework is presented. We explain our motivations, stemming from
the shortcomings of commonly used approaches and describe the ways in which our
model circumvents them by abstracting the discussed topics. Crude theoretical grounds
are laid for each of the techniques used in it, equipped with working implementation
examples. Detailed evaluation statistics and summarizer model outputs can be found
in the two provided appendices.
We conclude this thesis by discussing the implications of the material presented
here, accompanied by a future work section.

2 Natural Language Processing & Unsupervised Learning
To arrange a selection of online comments into distinct groups discussing similar
topics, several techniques can be used. The process of clustering data points together
based on their similarity in certain aspects (that are not priorly known; e.g., the
discussed topics) falls under the field of unsupervised learning. Meanwhile, working
and understanding written text is recognized as a sub-domain of natural language
processing. In this thesis, we present three topical clustering models, using techniques
from both of these areas. To understand the models’ inner-workings, one must first
grasp the theoretical fundamentals of these techniques, presented in this chapter.
In all three approaches, the source comment texts were initially refined and
prepared for future work with a series of text preprocessing steps, discussed in Section
2.1. Then, preprocessed words were encoded, using three separate vector
representation techniques. These are introduced in Sections 2.2 – 2.4. The two models
we propose as alternatives to the state-of-the-art approach (word embeddings and
hyperdimensional computing) already ingrain the desired semantic data into the
computational representations in this step, with the latter requiring the application of
an additional technique to improve the clarity of this semantic information –
dimensionality reduction. Two methods of achieving it are presented in Section 2.5.
Finally, individual comments are grouped together by modeling topics. With the two
proposed alternative techniques, this is done by simple clustering, while the state-ofthe art approach models latent topics with a more rigorous procedure, presented in
Section 2.6. The use of these techniques in all three processes is illustrated in Figure
1.
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Figure 1: Topic clustering procedure of all three discussed models

2.1 Text pre-processing
The task of cleaning and preparing the text data for examination and processing
is of a great importance in any NLP system. Results of tasks in both supervised [22]
and unsupervised learning [23] have been proven to not only often be greatly improved
by various pre-processing tasks, but also differ greatly based on which methods are
used.

s1 = “I have been walking here… Since 2012!”
s2 = “I was a walker [url=https://www.somelink.com]HERE[/url] in
two thousand twelve.”

Figure 2: Example sentences

Take, for example, the two sentences presented in Figure 2. Even though they
differ grammatically and syntactically, their meaning is very similar. The methods
presented here should then have to be able to represent them with similar encodings.
While measures taken to achieve this can be intuited from the example result in Figure

2.1 Text pre-processing
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31, a formalization of these procedures is still needed. In our models, we use preprocessing to tokenize source comments, remove unwanted punctuation and prepare
words in such a way that maximizes the likelihood of their semantic meaning being
understood by succeeding techniques. In the following paragraphs, these preprocessing methods are introduced and accompanied by informative examples. It
should be noted that, while presented as such here, the three main high-level concepts
of pre-processing and their corresponding processes should not be applied sequentially
as a rule of thumb: A pre-processing framework should be created in such a way to
best suit the examined corpus. The pre-processing steps taken in our implementation
are noted in Section 3.2.

pp(s1) = pp(s2) = {‘be’, ‘walk’, ‘here’, ‘two’, ‘thousand’,
‘twelve’}

Figure 3: An example result of pre-processing

2.1.1 Tokenization and segmentation
Tokenization is a step that splits longer strings of text into smaller pieces, called
tokens. Because the term is often reserved for breaking down a document into strings
exclusively, another phrase - segmentation has been used for such separation of
documents into multi-word or other non-word entities.
While simply splitting a string on whitespaces (and other results of a regular
expression search, defining word splitting punctuation, such as hyphens), specific
elements of corpora can toughen the task of segmentation severely. For example,
abbreviation symbols (the period in the phrase “Col. Mustard”) and punctuation in
quoted speech often do not signify the end of a sentence. While methods used to
identify these kinds of entities exceed the scope of this thesis, awareness of these kinds
of ambiguities in segmentation rules is important when applying any kind of NLP preprocessing technique. Another notable case of segmentation is the creation of NGrams, presented in Section 2.4.

1

Figure 3 does not represent a uniform rule of how example sentences from Figure 2 should be preprocessed, as the procedure may and should be adjusted based on the needs of the further application
and purpose of the processed text data.
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tok(s1) = {‘I’, ‘have’, ‘been’, ‘walking’, ‘here’, ‘Since’,
‘2012’}
tok(s2) = {‘I’, ‘was’, ‘a’, ‘walker’,
‘[url=https://www.somelink.com]HERE[/url]’, ‘in’, ‘two’,
‘thousand’, ‘twelve’}

Figure 4: Tokenized example sentences from Figure 2

2.1.2 Noise removal
An often-disregarded step in NL pre-processing frameworks is noise removal.
While not as applicable to all corpora as tokenization and normalization, it is
instrumental in some. When working with data from online forums or those scraped
from other websites, an amount of metadata can be found. For further work, these
entities need to be separated from actual word tokens. Depending on their potential
usefulness, they may be discarded, or extracted and stored for later use.
Noise removal will often thus require the highest amount of domain knowledge
of the examined corpus. Possible procedures here can include the removal of HTML,
XML and other forms of markup, file headers and footers, as well as extraction of nondocument data from databases or data interchange formats [24]. An example in Figure
5 shows noise removal for a hyperlink-embedded word in the BBCode markup
language2. One can easily understand that the removal of these specific sequences of
symbols (usually using regular expressions) can only be applied with the pre-existing
knowledge of the given language’s syntax.

t = tok(s2)[4] = ‘[url=https://www.somelink.com]HERE[/url]’
nr(t) = ‘HERE’

Figure 5: Noise removal example

2

Note that, if desired, the process of noise removal could also extract other parts of t, such as the link.

2.1 Text pre-processing
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2.1.3 Normalization
Text normalization refers to a series of related tasks, intended to equalize the
syntactical, grammatical and other properties of all individual input tokens. This can
involve simple string manipulation, such as setting all characters to lower-case,
removing all remaining punctuation, removing or converting numbers to their textual
representations.
There are, however, more complex methods of normalization as well. Stemming,
for example, is the process of eliminating all affixes from words to obtain word stems.
An example of how various affixes (prefixes, suffixes and interfixes) are removed is
shown in Figure 6.

stem(undo) = ‘do’
stem(running) = ‘run’
stem(enlighten) = ‘light’
stem(speedometer)= {‘speed’, ‘meter’}

Figure 6: Stemming various affixes

Lemmatization, while somewhat like stemming, does not aim to produce a stem,
but to replace the affixed word with the normalized word form. While these can
sometimes be identical to stems, the outputs of lemmatizing (lemma) tend to produce
more legible terms, such as verb infinitives. Creating lemmas, as opposed to stems, is
especially helpful when handling grammatical irregularities. The difference between
the two methods is shown in the example, given in Figure 7.
Many NLP toolkits come with stemming and lemmatization packages. A
popularly implemented stemming algorithm is the Porter stemmer [25], while the
Turku neural parser pipeline [26] was recently top ranked in lemmatization
performance evaluation [27].
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stem(bigger) = lemma(bigger) = ‘big’
stem(better) = ‘bet’ / ‘better’
lemma(better) = ‘good’
stem(computer) = ‘comput’ / ‘computer’
lemma(computer) = ‘compute’

Figure 7: Differences between stemming and lemmatization

The removal of stop words is another common task in pre-processing. Each
detected token is cross referenced with (and if found, removed from) a predetermined
list of words, that are assumed to contribute little to overall meaning of the document.
This list is, again, highly dependent on the document language and application at hand.
However, general stop-word lists are available, being comprised of most common
words in a given language. For example, the stop word list of the Natural Language
Toolkit (NLTK [28]), a leading platform for work with human language data in the
programming language Python, is comprised of 127 English words [29].
Notably for the ongoing example, this list includes the words I, be, have and
here. One should use caution in the process of normalization, as the steps therein (i.e.,
– stop word removal and the removal of numbers) can hinder the NL model’s training
effectiveness. Figure 8 shows that the use of these techniques on the example corpus
given in Figure 2 could result in the loss of a substantial amount of semantic
information. [30] proves that comparably coherent analyses and visualizations can be
performed by removing these undesired tokens after training a NL model, while
avoiding stop word removal may improve accuracy in some cases.

pp’(s1) = pp’(s2) = {‘walk’}

Figure 8: Danger of semantic information loss in ongoing example
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2.2 Vectors as data representations
Many methods in this thesis use the vector3 space model as a means for text
representation.
Representing text with vectors leads back to the 1960’s. While it was first used
in an information retrieval system, it is now used for filtering, indexing and relevancy
ranking, among other applications [31].
Before this approach, the standard for representing data (and, by extension, text)
for information retrieval was the Standard Boolean model (such as one-hot encodings,
presented in Section 2.2.3), over which vectors have many advantages. Most notably,
algebraic operations on non-binary values in vector dimensions allow us to compute a
continuous degree of similarity between data points. One way of doing this is the
measure of cosine similarity, presented in Equation (2.1). In it, two vectors are denoted
with 𝑣𝑎 and 𝑣𝑏 , the length of a vector is denoted by double vertical bars (‖𝑎‖), and 𝑡
denotes the number of dimensions in the examined vector space.
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 = cos(𝜃) =

𝑣𝑎 ∙𝑣𝑏
‖𝑣𝑎 ‖‖𝑣𝑏 ‖

=

∑𝑡𝑖=1 𝑣a𝑖 𝑣b𝑖
2 √∑𝑡 𝑣 2
√∑𝑡𝑖=1 𝑣a𝑖
𝑖=1 b𝑖

(2.1)

This calculation, in turn, enables the ranking of documents based on relevance,
as well as determining partial query matches, among other things.
A classic model for vector text-representation is Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency, which was proposed in 1975 and is used to highlight the
importance of a specific word to the document. It is used heavily in text related
applications such as recommender systems [32], as well as in this thesis and is
presented later in this Chapter.
One of the criticisms and limitations of the vector space model is the fact that
high-dimensional vectors tend to have poor similarity values due to their small scalar
products. In the following sections, we illustrate how some methods overcame this
limitation or even used it as a basis for its validity (hyperdimensional computing).
Another limitation of the vector space model is its poor handling of polysemy
and homonymy. Words with the same spelling are conflated into a single vector
representation and cannot be discerned without using special techniques dedicated to
this specific problem. Multi-sense word vector modeling is the motivation for several
contributions in the field of natural language processing and exceeds the scope of this
3

This thesis favours computationalist terminology over the one found in connectionist works.
However, similar facts can be presented as advantages of distributional connectionist models over
localist approaches.
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thesis. It is, however, worth noting that the use of multi-sense representations is known
to improve performance in several NLP tasks [33], and that approaches can be divided
into the fields of additional unsupervised learning, as well as knowledge-based
modeling, using the prior knowledge of online lexical databases [34, p.].
2.2.1 Bag-of-words and Word Frequency
A simple representation of text data is the bag-of-words model: a simple multiset
of all words in a document, disregarding grammar and word order.
Two example bag-of-words representations for the trivial example corpus
sentence by Charles Dickens in Figure 9 are shown in Table 1. In it, the left example
takes the corpus as-is, while pre-processing steps, introduced in Section 2.1 are applied
to the one on the right. Both are valid bag-of-words representations of the corpus.

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of
times.”

Figure 9: Example corpus from Dickens

bow(Figure 9)
word

multiplicity

‘it’

2

‘was’

2

‘the’

2

‘best’

1

‘of’

2

‘times’

2

‘worst’

1

bow(pp(Figure 9))
word multiplicity
be

2

time

2

good

1

bad

1

Table 1: Bag-of-words representations for the example corpus

The bag-of-words representation is used as an input in several NLP techniques,
including LDA, presented in Section 2.6.1. Outside of NLP and information retrieval,
it has also found uses in computer vision, among other fields [35]. The wide
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applicability of it is due to the possibility of calculating various measures from it – the
easiest of which to accomplish is extracting term frequency.
The multiplicity column in each of the examples in Table 1 corresponds to the
dimensions in a term frequency vector 𝑡𝑓. The vector for the left example is given in
Equation (2.2). Note that, if any other words were possible in the corpus, the
dimensionality of these vectors should be uniformly updated with the right number of
null components, corresponding to other possible words in the vocabulary.
𝑡𝑓𝑏𝑜𝑤(𝐹𝑖𝑔𝑢𝑟𝑒9) = [2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1]

(2.2)

A bag-of-words can be implemented in many ways, with JSON objects and
pythonic dictionaries being some popular methods.
2.2.2 TF-IDF
The term frequency vector extrapolated from the bag-of-words model is one half
of a popular document representation model known as Term frequency – inverse
document frequency (abbr. TF-IDF or TFIDF). It is meant to reflect how important the
words found in a document are to said document (in the context of the corpus that it
occurs in). This is done by offsetting the term frequency vector with another vector,
comprised of components representing the numbers of corpus documents that their
corresponding words appear in. This measure is called inverse document frequency
and can be formalized as a vector comprising of 𝑇 components, calculated in Equation
(2.3).
|𝐶|

𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑡,𝐶 = log |𝑑 ∈𝐶; 𝑡 ∈𝑑|,

(2.3)

where 𝐶 is the corpus as part of which the documents 𝑑 are examined and the bracketed
notation |𝑎| denotes the size or multiplicity of 𝑎.
TF-IDF weights 𝑤𝑡,𝑑,𝐶 , calculated as the product of the two frequencies in
Equation (2.4), will thus be highest where specific words appear often in a single
document, but rarely across the entire corpus.
𝑤𝑡,𝑑,𝐶 = 𝑡𝑓𝑡,𝑑 × 𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑡,𝐷

(2.4)

2.3 Word Embeddings
Word embeddings is a collective name for a set of language modeling and feature
learning techniques in NLP. They yield word (or other natural language data)
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representations using vectors of real numbers, the relative similarities of which
correlate with the semantic similarity of the represented words. The technique for
constructing these vectors is derived from a long line of work in distributional
semantics. It is the basis for one of the three topical-clustering models, examined in
this thesis.
Linguistic work in the 1950’s drew attention to the context-dependent nature of
language. Linguist J. R. Firth’s quote “You shall know a word by the company it keeps”
[36] meaningfully summarizes the mantra of the time’s research in collocations and
the contextuality of communication. From said linguistic work, as well as from the
semantic theory of language use – a theory that words used in the same contexts tend
to purport similar meanings, emerged. Called The Distributional Hypothesis [37] it is
now used in many fields of research, including statistical semantics and cognitive
science [38].
According to the Distributional Hypothesis, words that often appear between a
similar collection of words must – in some way – be close in meaning. In Figure 10 –
an example provided in [39], the words cold, hot, cool and warm can be discerned as
similar in meaning, as they appear between the word really and a word signifying a
specific day. The same can be said for the words yesterday, today, tomorrow and
Tuesday, as they appear after a word symbolizing temperature.

{"It was really cold yesterday.",
"It will be really warm today, though.",
"It'll be really hot tomorrow!",
"Will it be really cool Tuesday?"}

Figure 10: Example corpus for understanding word embeddings

Word embeddings are the state-of-the-art form of computationally representing
words according to The Distributional Hypothesis. This is done using a vector space
model, in which every word or datapoint d is represented with a vector v of t
dimensions:
𝑣𝑑 = [𝑤1𝑑 , 𝑤2𝑑 , 𝑤3𝑑 , ⋯ , 𝑤𝑡𝑑 ]
(2.1)
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Each context term is represented by one of t components (dimension values) in
the vector. Should the given context be of importance to the represented word, the
value (weight) w in its dimension would be a non-zero real number. What dimensions
represent can vary across applications – as even the definition of the word context is
not uniform: ranging from moving windows of different sizes, non-contiguous
windows, etc.. In the following sections, two rivaling approaches of word embedding
are explained in detail.
2.3.1 Context counting
Counting contexts is perhaps the most intuitive way of envisioning the creation
of vectors according to The Distributional Hypothesis.
For the following example, let us assume a context of a moving window with the
size of N=3. This means that the context term of the word d can be represented as the
words directly preceding and succeeding it:

Context (d) = (d-1) _______ (d+1)

Figure 11: Context abstract

Context terms can, thus, simply portray all the possible contexts that appear in
the vector training corpus. These vectors can be represented by a matrix 𝑋, where its
entries 𝑋𝑖𝑗 tabulate the number of times the word 𝑗 appears in the context 𝑖. Given the
trivial corpus in Figure 9, one can create Table 2, the columns of which represent all
possible Context terms, and the rows all the possible words.
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START

it

was

the

best

of

times

was

of

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

was

the

best

of

times

it

was

worst

END

it

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

was

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

the

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

best

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

of

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

times

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

worst

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

Table 2: Tabular representation of a term matrix

Described above is the generative procedure for the matrix 𝑋:
1
0
0
𝑋= 0
0
0
[0

0
2
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0]

(2.6)

A vector representation for a specific word can also be interpreted as a line of
the above table and matrix.
𝑣"𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡" = [0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

(2.7)

𝑣"𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠" = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1]

(2.8)

The vectors in Equations (2.7) and (2.8), also correspond to the highlighted rows
in Table 2, illustrating the intuition behind their formulation.
The similarity of the words now corresponds to the Euclidian dot product
formula of their vector representations, as seen in Equation (2.1). Even in this trivial
distributional model, we can see that this form of representation encodes the words
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“worst” and “best” – words that are intuitively similar in meaning – more similarly
than other words.4
A document representation can then be calculated as an average vector
representation of all words used in the document. Assuming 𝐿 is the length of the
corpus, this can be formalized as follows;
𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑢𝑠 =

1
𝐿

∑𝐿𝑖=1 𝑣𝑖 .

(2.9)

To achieve better results, additional methods like word preprocessing and
additional data encoding can be used.
The vector space dimensionality in the trivial case above is T=10, given that
there were 10 possible contexts a word could appear in (10 detected context terms) in
the corpus. However, given that a corpus just one sentence long requires us to use 10
dimensions to represent vectors, we can easily assume that a corpus of reasonable size
would require a very high number of dimensions – as the possible number of context
terms in our example application increases with the equation (𝑛 + 1)2 − 1, where n is
the number of words in a given dictionary. Word embeddings are thus very susceptible
to the limitations that high dimensionality brings to a vector space model, as
highlighted in Section 2.2 For this exact reason, methods of dimensionality reduction,
introduced in Section 2.5, played a large role in making word vectors a viable option
for word representation. Significantly lowering the dimensionality of the computed
vectors (most industry leading vectors for general use consist of 300 – 400 context
term weights), while maintaining the dimensions’ mutual relations and the model’s
shape, enables us to compute similarities both more effectively, as well as much faster.
2.3.2 Context prediction
Context prediction is an alternative way of synthetizing word embeddings using
neural networks. While it was not used in our implementation (we establish our reasons
why the comparison of both methods was not needed in Section 2.3.3), it is considered
state-of-the-art by many experts. Consequently, a document on word embeddings that
completely omits it would be incomplete. This explanation glosses over it, with a more
complete explanation being available in [40].
The motivation for creating vector representations using neural networks stems
from the curse of dimensionality, described above. This approach differs from the
preceding in that it can output word vectors, represented with any given t context terms

4

In this example, they are, in fact, represented by the same vector and have a similarity of 1. This is
due to Figure 9 being a trivially small corpus for such calculations.
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directly – without the need to reduce dimensionality5. Because the term-count is
dependent on the number of terms in the training corpus when creating vectors by
counting, this method does not take this path. Instead, it creates training inputs from
all possible contexts and feeds them into a predictor system, like a shared-parameter
multi-layer neural network [41].
When predicting, two matrices of vectors representing all possible corpus words
are initialized. Suppose that 𝑋𝑐 and 𝑋𝑡 are two discrete randomly6 initialized matrices
with the dimensions of D × T, where D is the number of words in the corpus and T is
the desired number of vector features (dimensions, formerly called context terms).
Each matrix thus independently represents all possible words in the corpus with a
vector of 1 × T dimensions. Assume that the vectors selected from 𝑋𝑐 are to be used
to represent words as the part of a context (context vectors), and vectors from 𝑋𝑡
represent the target words – candidate words that might fit into the context (target
vectors).
If working with a context window like in the example above (𝑁 = 3), select the
vectors from 𝑋𝑐 representing the word directly preceding and succeeding it. This is
done by passing one-hot vectors of D × 1 dimensions to the neural model, with the
high bit (1) of the vector representing the index of the context word representations in
𝑋𝑐 . This step is visualized in Table 3.
worst
“worst”

“times”

___
times

Averaged
contexts

it

0

0

0

0

was

0

0

0

0

the

0

0

0

0

best

0

0

0

0

of

0

0

0

0

times

0

1

1

0.5

worst

1

0

1

0.5

Table 3: Tabular display of context representation calculation

5

However, dimensionality reduction on bigger dimensionalities generated by this method may still
yield better results than training lower term-count vectors. This method’s purpose is not to eliminate
dimensionality reduction, but rather to create vectors by predicting, rather than counting.
6
While random initialization produces good results, improving results by selecting informed
initialization values is a field of research in its own right.
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A dot product between the sum of the one-hot encodings (which is averaged in
some implementations and for the continuation of this paper) and 𝑋𝑐 then yields the
context vector representation of the given context window. This representation
assumes the role of the only hidden layer in this neural network – 𝐻 and is shown in
Equation (2.10).
1

+𝑘
𝐻 = ((𝑁−1) ∑𝑑𝑖=𝑑
− 𝑘; 𝑖≠𝑑 𝑜ℎ𝑖 ) ∙ 𝑋𝑐

(2.10)

The output layer is, conversely, calculated with a dot product of 𝐻 and 𝑋𝑡 . The
entire calculation to achieve the output then corresponds to the notation in Equation
(2.11) and is visualized by Figure 12.

Figure 12: CBOW model for word embedding prediction

1

+𝑘
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 𝑣𝑡(𝑑) = (2𝑘 ∑𝑑𝑖=𝑑
− 𝑘; 𝑖≠𝑑 𝑜ℎ𝑖 ) ∙ 𝑋𝑐 ∙ 𝑋𝑡 = 𝐻 ∙ 𝑋𝑡,

(2.11)

In the complete output formalization in Equation (2.11), the notation of a onehot vector representation of the word 𝑑 is 𝑜ℎ𝑑 , and 𝑘 = (𝑁 + 1)⁄2 is the number of
preceding and succeeding context words of the word d.
The output is then run through a SoftMax function, which normalizes the
network output into a probability distribution consisting of 𝐷 probabilities, which are
proportional to the exponents of the input numbers. The components of the SoftMax
output will be in the interval (0, 1) and their sum will add up to exactly 1:
𝑣

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑒 𝑡(𝑑)
𝑣𝑖 .
∑𝐷
𝑖 𝑒

(2.12)
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In the formalization of the prediction, run through a SoftMax function in
Equation (2.12), 𝑒 𝑎 denotes the natural exponent function of the variable 𝑎, with 𝑣𝑡(𝑑)
being the output, presented in Equation (2.11).
Returning to the example from Dickens in Table 3 for the corpus in Figure 9;
assume that, for example, the SoftMax function outputs a probability distribution as
follows:
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = [0.12 0.11 0.24 0.05 0.43 0.01 0.04]T
(2.13)
The error of this prediction can be calculated by subtracting from it the ground
truth that is represented by the one-hot vector representation for the expected outcome,
provided by the training sample – the word “of”. An example error calculation in
visualized in Table 4.
prediction

“of”

𝐄𝐫

it

0.12

0

0.12

was

0.11

0

0.11

the

0.24

0

0.24

best

0.05

0

0.05

of

0.43

1

- 0.57

times

0.01

0

0.01

worst

0.04

0

0.04

Table 4: Tabular representation of error calculation

This error vector 𝐸𝑟 can now be used in the process of backpropagation using
gradient descent. By using the learning rate hyperparameter, the weights of the context
and target vectors will be slightly updated so that the corresponding weights will shift
more favorably towards the ground truth in the training example (and, conversely,
farther from all others). The magnitude of the error vector component for each
individual word signifies the distance moved in the vector space: The bigger the
absolute value of the component, the bigger the move. For the formalization of the
update rule as well as the loss function the gradient descent process tries to minimize,
reference [41- 43].
The process described above is called the Continuous bag-of-words (abbr.
CBOW) approach to word representation estimation in vector space [40]. We chose to
describe it in detail because of its analogousness to the count-based method described
in the preceding Section. It is, however, not the only method of generating word
embeddings by predicting.
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Along with it, another method of representing vectors is proposed in the paper
describing the popular implementation of word embeddings - word2vec [40]. The
Skip-Gram model, often referred to as the Skip-Ngram model swaps the context and
target words’ roles of input and output. The intuition behind the algorithm is similar
to the CBOW model from there on, with the loss, update and feed forward functions
changing to accommodate the different roles of each matrix. Formalizations and
formulae for this approach are available in [43]. It is worthy to note that, even though
the CBOW model is several times faster to train than the Skip-gram, the latter is
usually preferred due to its ability to perform well with a small amount of training data
and being better at representing more scarce words and phrases [44].

Figure 13: Skip-gram model for word embedding prediction

2.3.3 Comparison and industry implementations
While creating vectors using the above methods (or another) on a big enough
corpus will yield useful word vectors, many databases of trained vectors have been
made available to the public as part of several big research projects. These vectors do
not only already have an optimal number of dimensions, but are also trained on very
large corpora and are empirically tested to produce good results on general texts,
regardless of their subject matter.
The research of word embeddings took off in the past decade. In 2013, a team at
Google created word2vec [45] – the word embedding toolkit that proposed both the
Skip-gram and the CBOW predictive models, yielding unprecedented results
compared to all previous approaches . A year later – in 2014 – the researchers of
Stanford published the competing toolkit with the count-based approach: GloVe – a
log-bilinear model with a weighted least-squares objective, which is still considered
state-of-the-art [46]. The last major implementation of note is by Facebook in the form
of the FastText toolkit [47], which improves the prediction-based models in that it
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portrays words as a combination of lower-level embeddings: parts of words and
characters. This enables generalization to unknown words and the creation of reliable
vectors using less training data [48].
There have been several claims of one of the methods for synthetizing word
embeddings being superior to another. The authors of [46] argue that the efficiency of
with which the count-based methods capture global statistics can be advantageous, as
these are completely lost in the prediction-based approach, which essentially splits the
corpus into separate training examples of the context window size. On the other hand,
an extensive and systematic evaluation in [49] shows a thorough and resounding
victory of the context-predicting models over their count-based counterparts.
However, several recent papers have demonstrated both theoretically and
empirically the correspondence between these model-types and have established that
they are different computational means to arrive at the same type of semantic-vector
collection [50, 51].

2.4 Hyperdimensional Computing
Hyperdimensional computing is a family of methods for representing and
manipulating concepts and their meanings in high-dimensional space [52]. The
methods are biologically inspired, with the motivation for the research of them often
stemming from the observed differences between the functionality of the human brain
and the traditional von Neumann architecture for modern computing. [53]
characterizes neural data representation as hyperdimensional (with dimensionality in
the thousands), error-prone (robust), positionally independent (holistic) and inherently
random. The described approaches strive to mimic these features to achieve humanlike data processing and manipulation in computers.
Applications for hyperdimensional computing (or one of its approaches, Vector
Symbolic Architectures) in NLP [54] were proposed as an alternative to state-of-theart word embeddings, specifically when tackling tasks like operating on distorted input
strings (i.e., typographical errors). In our examination, the comparison to word
embeddings is again, of note, as the role of hyperdimensional computing is analogous
to that of word embeddings in its own summarization model, as presented in the
introductory schema in Figure 1. To paraphrase, hyperdimensional computing carries
sole responsibility for the encoding of semantic data in the model it’s used in.
Elsewhere, HDCis finding applications in signal processing [55], classification
tasks [56], cognitive architectures [57] etc.
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In hyperdimensional computing, vectors of a high (but fixed) dimensionality 𝑇
are the basis for representing information. Due to their dimensionality usually being
in the thousands, they are often referred to as hyper-dimensional or HD vectors. These
vectors can be used to represent any form or scale of data, to be later operated on. The
form of datapoint one selects to portray with HD vectors in this approach can be
referred to as an atom – the smallest meaningful unit of data. Many approaches in the
reviewed literature uses individual letters or parts of text as atoms, with words later
becoming representations of the algebraic operations performed on their HD vector
representations (these operations will be discussed in the following paragraphs). While
this approach is vital for detecting certain lexical data like permuted words in [54],
semantic relations between words proved to show themselves better when using preprocessed word tokens as atoms. Conversely, the algebraic combinations of their HD
vectors then represent sentences and documents, the semantics of which we try to
explain in the work ahead. For the remainder of this explanation of working with HD
vectors, they should be assumed to portray individual pre-processed word tokens. The
means of pre-processing these words can be found in Section 2.1.
A matrix 𝑋 of 𝐷 × 𝑇 dimensions is initialized, where 𝐷 is the total number of
possible pre-processed word tokens in the corpus. This is an analogue to 𝐷 HD vectors
with 𝑇 dimensions being initialized in the system memory. For any given word 𝑑, its
pre-processed word token can be denoted with 𝑑′ and its corresponding word vector
from 𝑋 as 𝑣𝑑′ . This should be assumed for the remainder of Section 2.4.
Let the vectors in 𝑋 be bipolar and random with equal probabilities of polarity.
This rule can be interpreted as
𝑣𝑑′ ∈ {−1, +1}[𝑇×1] .

(2.14)

When operating in a hyper-dimensional space (𝑇 ≥ 1000), these kinds of
vectors have an extremely high probability of being dissimilar to one another. This
corresponds to their measure of similarity (explained in Equation (2.1)) being close to
zero.
This quasi-orthogonality of individual data points in high dimensional vector
spaces was discussed as a limitation of the vector-space model for data representation
in the introduction to Section 2.2 of this thesis. However, because similarity will be
computed on document representations (an algebraic combination of these dissimilar
vectors), this approach will in a sense try to identify the potential meaning encoded in
sentences and the combinations of words, reducing the role of atomic word tokens to
that of proxies, imported from a lookup table. To do so, word vectors need not only be
collected (like in a bag-of-words type representation or similar dictionary), but also
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encoded in a way that describes the words’ respective relations and positions in the
document. For this, word level N-grams - contiguous sequences of 𝑁 words in a given
document can be used. This method for mapping said statistics into hyperdimensional
distributed representations was first introduced in [59] and is the basis for the desired
encoding of semantic information in the hyperdimensional model.
Assume that the considered document is split into n-grams. For the corpus
document from Figure 9 and the window size of 𝑁=3, the list of N-grams 𝐿 is:
𝑤𝑎𝑠,
𝑡ℎ𝑒,
𝑖𝑡,
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠,
𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡,
𝑜𝑓,
(𝑤𝑎𝑠,) , ( 𝑡ℎ𝑒, ) , (𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡,) , ( 𝑜𝑓, ) , (𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠,) , ( 𝑖𝑡, ) ,
𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑜𝑓
𝑡ℎ𝑒
𝑤𝑎𝑠
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠
𝑖𝑡
𝐿=
.
𝑤𝑎𝑠,
𝑡ℎ𝑒,
𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡,
𝑖𝑡,
(𝑤𝑎𝑠, ) , ( 𝑡ℎ𝑒, ) , (𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡,) , ( 𝑜𝑓, )
𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡
𝑜𝑓
{
}
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠
𝑡ℎ𝑒

(2.15)

Assume the notation that each N-gram in 𝐿 is denoted as 𝐿 𝑖 .
The three key operations for calculating document-level HD vector
representations are bundling, binding and permutation.
2.4.1 Binding
The result of binding two vectors together is another HD vector. For this process,
position wise multiplication (or Hadamard product) is used. The utility of
multiplication in hyperdimensional representational systems is highlighted in [53] with
the main notable advantage of this operation over bundling being the fact that the
resultant is dissimilar to the bound vectors, formalized in Equation (2.17). This, in turn,
makes the encoding of compositional structures into a hypervector possible. The
analysis of in this way composed HD vectors corresponds to our goal of finding
similarity between several algebraically created hyper-vector documents.
𝑣𝑎′𝑏′ = 𝑣𝑎′ ⨀𝑣𝑏′
(2.16)
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑣𝑎′ 𝑏′ , 𝑣𝑎′ ) ≈ 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑣𝑎′ 𝑏′ , 𝑣𝑏′ ) ≈
≈ 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑣𝑎′ , 𝑣𝑏′ ) ≈ 0

(2.17)

In Equations (2.16) and (2.17), 𝑣𝑎′𝑏′ denotes the bound Hadamaard product of
two vectors, with ⨀ denoting the binding operation.
2.4.2 Permuting
The process of permuting rotates or otherwise transforms the vectors’ positions
in such a way that all the weights in the vector components stay the same, but change
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order. Due to the high dimensionality of the vector space operated in, the new vector
is, again, dissimilar to the originally used distribution, as shown in Equation (2.19).
𝑣𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑(𝑎′ ) = 𝜌(𝑣𝑎′ )

(2.18)

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑣𝑎′ , 𝜌(𝑣𝑎′ )) ≈ 0

(2.19)

In Equations (2.18) and (2.19), the permutation operator is denoted as 𝜌. They
also formalize the notation of the permutation of a given vector, referenced later.
2.4.3 Bundling
For bundling, position-wise addition is used. Several vectors can be bundled into
the same vector, with the similarity measure denoting a greater similarity than 0
between the resultant hypervector and any of the bundled inputs, shown in Equation
(2.21), with the notation of two bundled vectors being simply 𝑣, as presented in
Equation (2.20).
𝑣 = 𝑣𝑎′ + 𝑣𝑏′
(2.20)
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑣𝑎′ , 𝑣) > 0 ∧ 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑣𝑏′ , 𝑣) > 0

(2.21)

2.4.4 Creating HD vectors
Using a fixed permutation operation, n-gram statistics can be mapped to a single
word with the bundling of all n-gram representations, which are created with the
consecutive binding of permuted HD vectors 𝜌𝑗 (𝑣𝑑′ ) representing preprocessed-word
tokens in each position j of the N-gram 𝐿 𝑖 .
For example, the N-gram 𝐿1 = {𝑖𝑡, 𝑤𝑎𝑠, 𝑡ℎ𝑒} 7 will be mapped to a HD vector with
the operation, presented in Equation (2.22). In it, notation established in Equations
(2.16) – (2.21) is used.
𝑗
1
2
3
𝑣𝐿1 = ∏𝑁
𝑗=1 𝜌 (𝑣𝐿1 𝑗′ ) = 𝜌 (𝑣(𝑖𝑡)′ ) ⨀ 𝜌 (𝑣(𝑤𝑎𝑠)′ )⨀ 𝜌 (𝑣(𝑡ℎ𝑒)′ )

(2.22)

The final HD representation of the document 𝐿 can thus be formalized as the
sum of all N-gram representations (such as the one in the example, presented in
Equation (2.22)) in the corpus. This formalization is presented below:

7

The preprocessing used in the experimental part of this thesis may eliminate words like ‘it’ and ‘the’
from the as part of the stop word elimination. This should be ignored in this example, as the corpus
should always be preprocessed before being split into N-grams.
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𝑗
𝑣𝐿 = ∑𝑙𝑖=1 ∏𝑁
𝑗=1 𝜌 (𝑣𝐿𝑖 𝑗′ ),

(2.23)

with 𝑙 being the number of N-grams in 𝐿, the example of which is given in (2.15).

2.5 Dimensionality reduction
As presented in Section 2.2, one of the limitations of the vector space model is
the fact that high dimensional data do not yield dependable similarity measures. This
is in part due to high dimensional representation’s inherent tendency for sparseness.
Dimensionality reduction is the transformation of high-dimensional data into a
meaningful representation with a reduced number of dimensions. An optimally created
low-dimensional representation should strive to retain meaningful properties of the
original data (i.e., the respective mutual distance ratios between data points).
Performing more reliable algebraic operations on the data is not the only reason to
perform dimensionality reduction. It can convert computationally intractable problems
into more feasible ones, while lowering the dimensionality of data down to two or
three dimensions enables us to use more traditional visualization techniques to
evaluate and inspect them.
Methods of dimensionality reduction are commonly divided into linear and nonlinear approaches, while a division between feature-selecting and feature-extracting
(projecting) methods has also been presented in [58]. One of the most used and
traditional linear approaches of dimensionality reduction is the Principal Components
Analysis (PCA), first proposed in the beginning of the last century [59]. In the last
decades, many nonlinear techniques have been proposed and favored, due to their
ability to deal with more complex data, which are prevalent in real world applications.
While several methods are discussed in the literature [60, 61], two methods were
studied more thoroughly: T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) and
Self organizing maps. However, only the latter turned out to improve the clustering
quality of one of the models, measured in the evaluation, presented in Section 3.6. In
this section, theoretical grounds are thusly given only for the Self organizing maps
algorithm. t-SNE, the technique we preferred for low-dimensional visualization
throughout the course of our development, is formalized in the literature [62, 63].

2.5.1 Self-organizing Maps
A Self-organizing map (SOM), also known as a Kohonen network [64] is a
computational method for the visualization and analysis of high-dimensional data. The
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output of the algorithm is a set of nodes, arranged in a certain topology that represents
the nodes’ mutual relations (i.e., a hexagonal grid), with each node being represented
with a weight vector of with 𝑡 dimensional components. In this case, 𝑡 is the same as
the number of dimensions in the data points being dimensionally reduced. All weights
can be expressed in the form of a 𝑛 × 𝑡 matrix 𝑋, where 𝑛 is the number of nodes in
the SOM topology. In this representation, 𝑋𝑖 corresponds to the weight vector of node
𝑖, and the vector component (weight) in a given position (dimension) 𝑗 is denoted with
𝑋𝑖𝑗 .
The SOM algorithm strives to map each input data point (vector 𝑣𝑑 ) to a node in
the Kohonen network – specifically to the one, the weight vector 𝑋𝑖 of which is most
similar to the vector 𝑣𝑑 . The similarity measure in SOM is Euclidian distance, already
presented in Section 2.2.
Of all nodes 𝑋𝑖 , the winner with the highest similarity measure (Cosine similarity
from Equation (2.1) can be used here as well) is selected and denoted by 𝑤. Then,
nodes in the neighborhood 𝑀 of 𝑤 are selected to be updated according to the update
rule:
Δ𝑋𝑖 = 𝜂(𝑖𝑡)𝛾(𝑖, 𝑤, 𝑖𝑡)(𝑣𝑑 − 𝑋𝑖 ),
(2.24)
where 𝑖𝑡 represents the iteration of the algorithm, which also dictates the decrease of
the hyperparametric learning rate 𝜂, and the decreasing size of the neighborhood 𝛾8.
During each iteration, weights are updated for all input data points 𝑣𝑑 , with the
hyperparametric desired number of iterations 𝐼𝑇 being the stopping point for the
training procedure.
The training of a self-organizing map can be envisioned as a (randomly
initialized) topological map being warped to fit the distribution of the training data, as
shown in Figure 14, with the currently considered training datum 𝑣𝑑 being denoted
with a white disk (in the blue field representing the input data points) and the computed
nearest representation 𝑋𝑖 highlighted in yellow. Note that, while the selected node 𝑋𝑖
is being moved towards 𝑣𝑑 so are some of its neighbors, albeit to a lesser extent.

𝛾(𝑖, 𝑤, 𝑖𝑡) is dependent on the lateral distance between a given node 𝑖 and the winning node 𝑤, with
decreasing neighborhood function depending on 𝑖𝑡 also playing a role in normalizing the size.
8
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Figure 14: Visualization of the SOM training process [65]

When the model is trained, the weights stored in 𝑋 are kept fixed and the
mappings of each of the data points can be calculated using the maximum similarity
measure described above.
Points from the original dataset can then be represented as mappings on the
topological, low-projection map, for which coordinates can be given or traditional
visualizations of the topology (i.e., a hexagonal grid) created.

2.6 Topic Modeling
In this thesis, we use the general term ‘topic modeling’ for the discovery and
grouping of semantically similar comments, given an input natural language data
representation. This is the final step in all three examined frameworks, presented at the
beginning of this chapter, in Figure 1. To avoid misinterpretation of our methods,
however, we provide some methodology clarification in the next paragraphs.
A topic model is a type of statistical model for discovering the latent, abstract
variables that occur in a collection of documents. In NLP, it is often used for discovery
of hidden semantic structures in a text body - these can be intuited as (and often
correspond to) topics as understood in natural language.
The distinction of data representation techniques based on semantics (what we
hypothesize word embeddings and hyperdimensional computing to be) and topic
modeling approaches (such LDA, discussed in the following Section) is an important
one. The later usually infer semantic-laden variables directly, while the former
techniques only make the data encoding such that it appears observably similar to other
data points with comparable representations.
In the studied use-case, however, these two methods present themselves as very
germane to one another. As presented in Section 1.2, the end goal of creating topic
models in state-of-the-art online discussion summarizer frameworks is the grouping of
document representations based on topicality. This can also be achieved by clustering
data, already containing semantic information, based on similarity.
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In this thesis, frameworks of first representing natural language data in a
semantic vector space and then grouping them based on their mutual similarity are
hence referred to as topic modeling techniques. They are understood as analogous to
the examined topic modeling algorithm (LDA) and evaluated as such. In the next
paragraphs, the best performing topic modeling technique from the examined related
work is presented, followed by an overview of the clustering technique, used to create
the other two topic models.
2.6.1 LDA
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a topic modeling technique initially
proposed in the context of population genetics [66], but later applied in machine
learning in the early 21st century. When originally presented, LDA’s main motivation
was providing short descriptions for members of a collection of text corpora or other
collections of discrete data. The explanation of its procedure is somewhat trivialized
in this thesis due to its broadness and specificity. For a more complete and
comprehensive examination of the algorithm, one should reference [67].
LDA assumes that documents in each corpus are represented as random mixtures
over a collection of latent topics represented therein. Each of these topics, in turn, is
characterized by a distribution over words. By estimating the two distributions – the
per document distribution of topics 𝜃 and the per topic distribution over words 𝜑 ([67]
notes that exact computations of these distributions is intractable, so various methods
of inference are used instead), a topic model can be created.
The generative process for each document as understood by LDA is often
represented with the plate notation in Figure 15. In it, the outer lower box (plate)
represents the repeated supply of documents in the examined corpus – analogous to
the collection of comments in our use-case. The nested plate denotes the repeated
choice of words in any given document, with every word corresponding to a topic. The
separate plate represents a bag-of-words, assigned to an individual topic.
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Figure 15: Plate notation for the generative process in LDA

The dimensionality of the topic variable 𝑧 is assumed to be known, fixed and is
represented by 𝑘. This corresponds to the generative model’s ability to create
documents using only 𝑘 possible topics. 𝑘 is also the dimensionality of 𝜃 – a random
multinomial variable drawn from the Dirichlet distribution 𝛼, which means that the
sum of its components, all of which are positive and real, will amount to exactly 1.
𝜃𝑖 ≥ 0, ∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖 = 1

(2.25)

The individual components of the multinomial variable 𝜃 – denoted with 𝜃𝑖 ,
correspond to the likelihood of each given word 𝑤 in the document being one of the
words representing the abstract topics 𝑧𝑖 . The probability density function of 𝜃 can
also be denoted as:
𝑝(𝜃 | 𝛼 ) =

Γ(∑𝑘
𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 )
∏𝑘
𝑖=1 Γ(𝛼𝑖 )

𝜃1 𝛼1−1 , ⋯ 𝜃𝑘 𝛼𝑘 −1

(2.26)

in which 𝛼 is a vector with 𝑘 non-negative components and Γ(x) represents the Gamma
function [68].

Figure 16: LDA Multinomial distributions in simplices, with respect to α
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Graphically, this can be interpreted as 𝜃 laying somewhere in a (𝑘 − 1) sized
regular simplex9, with the probability of it being close to one of its vertices decreasing
with a high 𝛼. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 16, with orange dots
representing potential random locations, calculated by Equation (2.26). Each of the
vertices of such a simplex represents the geometrical location of such distributions that
yield uniform documents with a very high probability. This would be reflected in a
multinomial variable’s components being close to 0 in all but one dimensions, or,
paraphrasingly, with the property symbolized in Equation (2.27).
𝜃𝑎 ≫ ∑𝑘𝑖≠𝑎 𝜃𝑖 .

(2.27)

Finally, each word 𝑤𝑗 is selected from a multinomial probability distribution 𝜑
conditioned on the topic 𝑧𝑖 .
Many methods have been used to approximate the values of 𝜃 and 𝜑 – [67]
proposes variational inference and Bayesian parameter estimation, while the simpler
collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm will be presented here. In the end, they all boil
down to maximizing the model’s probability of creating the exact documents, provided
to it in the input.
The collapsed Gibbs Sampling algorithm aims to construct a Markov chain, the
iterations of steps over which will, when sampling from the distribution, converge to
be close to sampling from the desired posterior [69]. While conditional distributions
can be derived for each of the latent variables of interest, both 𝜃 and 𝜑 can be
calculated using the topic index assignment 𝑧 [70]. When considering this, the
posterior to be maximized can be severely simplified as:
𝑃(𝑧𝑖 | 𝑧−𝑖 , 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝑤 ),
(2.28)
where 𝑧−𝑖 denotes all topic allocations except 𝑧𝑖 . The full derivation of the sampling
equation can be found in [70].
The collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm will thus iterate and probabilistically
update the topic assignments of each individual word until the generative model
converges at the highest probability to create documents, identical to those given in
the input. Note that the input documents should be adequately preprocessed into a
BOW representation before the algorithm initialization. When calculating the
probability distributions (and updating the topic assignment of a word), the algorithm
will consider the topic assignments of all other words in the document it appears in, as
9

A simplex is a generalized notion of a triangle in any given dimensions, with all vertices sharing the
same mutual distance.
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well as the assignments of all other instances of the word across all documents. A
layman-friendly example of a sample iteration is accessible in [71].
When the training of an LDA model is finished, the multinomial variable 𝜃 of a
given document will signify the degree of membership to each topic cluster in every
one of its dimensions. In a fuzzy clustering scenario, a document with a 𝜃, such as the
one shown in Equation (2.29) could be considered 11% a member of Cluster number
1, 72% of number 2 and 17% of number three.
𝜃𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = [0.11, 0.72, 0.17] 𝑇

(2.29)

In our use-case, however, each comment can only fall in a single cluster. The cluster
in which a comment falls with the highest degree of certainty, is thus selected.
2.6.2 Clustering and K Means

Cluster analysis was originated in anthropology in 1932 [72]. It refers to the
unsupervised classification of patterns into groups called clusters. This classification
is based on similarity, the measure of which is defined by the used data representation
model. The outputs of these methods can be hard or soft (used interchangeably with
the term fuzzy), where the former refers to a single datum being partitioned into an
exact group and the latter assigning it a variable degree of membership in each of the
output clusters [73].
While fuzzy clustering might yield interesting results in the context of topic
modeling by clustering in future work, this thesis assumes that all clustering methods
output hard clusters. Should an implemented algorithm not do this inherently, this step
is generalized by classifying a given data point to the cluster, the degree of membership
of which had been the highest in a soft-clustering approach, such as the one in Equation
(2.29). The procedure of achieving this is shown at the end of the preceding section.
While several clustering algorithms exist [74], this Section is concerned with the
data representation aspect of the topic model framework and the hypothesis, that
results comparative to LDA can be achieved with them. Hence, the study of different
clustering algorithms and their effects on the topic model, while a subject of note, are
not studied in this thesis. Instead, the K means algorithm is used, due to its shared
property with the LDA model; the need to use a predetermined number of topics.
One can trace the origins of the K-Means algorithm to Stuart P. Lloyd’s paper,
published in 1982. In it, a Voronoi iteration for partitioning an Euclidian space in
uniformly-sized, convex subsets is proposed [75]. While a similar method was
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published before said journal article [76], Lloyd is commonly attributed with the
algorithm, which is often referred to simply as Lloyd’s algorithm.
The K-Means algorithm clusters data by trying to sort data points in a given
number of groups of equal variance, minimizing a criterion known as the inertia or
within-cluster sum-of-squares. This algorithm requires the number of clusters 𝑘 to be
specified before running. It scales well to large numbers of samples and has been used
across a large range of application areas in many different fields.
The K-means algorithm divides a set of 𝑁 samples from the dataset 𝑋 into a
number (𝑘) of disjoint clusters 𝐶, each described by the mean 𝜇𝑗 of the samples in the
cluster. The means are commonly called the cluster centroids. Note that these centroids
are not data points from 𝑥, although they do appear in the same space.
The K-Means algorithm clusters data by trying to sort data points in a given
number of groups of equal variance, minimizing a criterion known as the inertia or
within-cluster sum-of-squares. This algorithm requires the number of clusters 𝑘 to be
specified before running. It scales well to large numbers of samples and has been used
across a large range of application areas in many different fields.
The K-means algorithm divides a set of 𝑁 samples from the dataset 𝑋 into a
number (𝑘) of disjoint clusters 𝐶, each described by the mean 𝜇𝑗 of the samples in the
cluster. The means are commonly called the cluster centroids. Note that these centroids
are not data points from 𝑥, although they do appear in the same space. The K-means
algorithm aims to choose centroids that minimise the inertia cost criterion 𝑖, shown in
Equation (2.30):
𝑁

𝑖 =∑

(||𝑥𝑑 − 𝜇𝑗 ||2 )

𝑑=0

(2.30)

𝜇𝑗 ∈𝐶

Inertia can be recognized as a measure of how internally coherent clusters are.
However, its drawbacks include the fact that it is not normalized and prone to inflation
in high dimensional spaces, as well as its assumption of convex and isotropic clusters.
Dimensionality reduction, described in Section 2.5 prior to clustering, may alleviate
some of these hindrances [74, p. 3].
Centroids 𝜇𝑗 are first assigned randomly. Then the following set of steps is taken
until convergence of 𝑖:
(1) Assign each sample to its nearest centroid:
𝐶𝑗 ← 𝑥𝑑 ; 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥𝑑 , 𝜇𝑗 ))
(2.31)
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(2) Create new centroids from mean value of all data points classified under a
centroid:
𝜇𝑗 ←

1
|𝐶𝑗 |

∑𝑥𝑑 ∈𝐶𝑗 𝑥𝑑

(2.32)

This procedure is illustrated in Figure 17 and can also be interpreted as
partitioning the vector space with Voronoi Diagrams with respect to the centroids, as
presented in [75].

Figure 17: Graphical representation of the K Means algorithm [77]

The K-means algorithm will always converge, given enough time. It can,
however, converge to a local minimum. The point of convergence is reliant on the
location of the initialized centroids. Simple techniques to combat this include running
the algorithm multiple times or careful seeding of initial clusters, as described in the
method for the k-means++ algorithm [78].

3 Topical clustering models
In this thesis, we present three topical clustering models (sometimes referred to
as simply topic models, as established in Section 2.6), applicable for the first step in
the state-of-the-art online discussion summarization framework. This framework is
presented in Figure 18 and inferred from [14]–[16]. All of the models achieve the
conversion of conversation data (leftmost box in the Figure) into topical clusters of
utterances – comments from online message boards.

Figure 18: Common discussion summarization framework

More commentary on Figure 18 is provided in Chapter 4, in which the output
clusters of one of the models are run through the entire state-of-the-art summarization
procedure.
The NLP techniques used in each of the three models were presented at the
beginning of the preceding Chapter in Figure 1. They are finalized below:
(1) TFIDF_LDA: A standard LDA model, using an array of TF-IDF document
representations as its input corpus.
(2) WE_PARTIAL: A Word-Embeddings based model, using averaged sums
of GloVe vectors, corresponding to the pre-processed comment words as the
input for K Means clustering.
(3) SOM_HDV: A hyperdimensional computing based model, using
dimensionally reduced, bound 1000-dimensional 3-Grams of pre-processed
comment words as the input for K Means clustering. The dimensional
reduction was done using a 30x30 sized SOM in 1000 epochs.
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The first major contribution of this thesis is the comparative external analysis
of these three models, the results of which are presented in Section 3.7. Prior to this,
we describe and acknowledge all resources used in our implementational work, as well
as discuss our evaluation methodology and the model variants it ended up favouring.

3.1 Dataset
All implementational work in this thesis is done in the Python [79] programming
language, using the “Reddit Corpus (by subreddit)” dataset, made available as part of
the Cornell Conversational Analysis Toolkit (ConvoKit) [80, 81]. The corpus is a
useful representation of discussions held on Reddit, one of the most popular online
message boards - having logged 1.55 billion monthly visits, 199 million posts and 1.7
billion comments in the year 2019 [82]. Summaries are thereupon generated on
comment sections of Reddit posts. We chose the dataset because of our familiarity with
the comment thread structure on the website and the set’s clear organization and
documentation. Direct links (or derivatives thereof) for each post and comment are
provided in-corpus, which enabled us to examine the comment structure in the
website’s native UI, making work significantly more enjoyable, efficient and,
hopefully, thorough.
The dataset is split into several corpora of Reddit data. Each corpus contains
posts and comments from an individual subreddit from its inception until October 2018
[83]. A subreddit is a sub-community on Reddit, to exactly one of which each post
must belong. Respective subreddits are usually focused on a specific topic or interest.
Documents contained in a single corpus consequently discuss somewhat similar topics
or at least share some domain specificity.
A corpus contains information on separate levels. It is represented by a directory
of 5 files, each of which contains a certain level of information. Reddit users who
submit posts and comments on the website are referred to as Speakers. They can be
uniformly identified by their account name. Meanwhile, comments and posts are
labeled as Utterances within the dataset. For each utterance, ConvoKit provides an
uniform identifier, a reference to its speaker, a submission timestamp and textual
content of the utterance. Each Utterance can be traced to its root (that is – the
Conversation that it belongs to), as well as the utterance node preceding it in the
hierarchical comment structure of the website. Consequently, a hierarchical tree of
utterances can be represented for each reddit post. These are mapped to Conversations
in the dataset. Lastly, a substantial amount of metadata can also be extracted from the
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corpora; including utterance permalinks and user scores. The latter are calculated from
upvotes and downvotes that users can submit on the website.

Figure 19: Example of the ConvoKit corpus structure

Custom corpora can be created using ConvoKit. An extracted (or otherwise
curated) list of utterances can be transformed into a Corpus structure as seen in Figure
19 with the command, shown in Figure 20,
>>> from convokit import Corpus, download
>>> corpus = Corpus(utterances = custom_utterance_list)
>>> corpus.dump("custom_corpus", base_path="./")

Figure 20: Custom corpus creation with ConvoKit

3.2 Packages and Implementation
The Python programming language enables programmers to reuse written
function, class, variable and other implementations in the form of python modules.
Several modules can be contained in a single Import package, downloaded from the
internet. The code entities contained therein can then be imported and reused with the
set of statements, shown in Figure 21.
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#import statement for module [module]
>>> import [module]
#module variable reference
>>> [module].[variable]
#module function call
>>> [module].[function](arg1, arg2)

Figure 21: Importing packages in Python

Several such modules and packages are used for the implementation of the data
representation models described and evaluated in this thesis. For word pre-processing,
the WordNetLemmatizer and PorterStemmer packages from the Natural Language
Toolkit [28] are used. The list of stop words is imported from the topic modeling
package Gensim [84], which also provides the submodules TF-IDF and LdaModel,
used for the implementation of Latent Dirichlet Allocation. The word embedding
vectors are imported from the NLP open-source library SpaCy [85] as part of the
“en_core_web_md” pretrained statistical model for the English Language. The vectors
are created using the GloVe method and trained on data supplied by Common Crawl
[86]. The implementation of hyperdimensional computing is an original work, with
the pseudo-random generation, as well as other scientific data computation being aided
by NumPy [87]. Lastly, dimensionality reduction techniques of Self organizing maps
and t-SNE are implemented using the SimpSOM [88] and Scikit-Learn [89] packages,
respectively. The latter machine learning tool is also the source for the K Means
algorithm implementation, as well as all the metrics used in the comparative evaluation
of the data representation models.

3.3 Topic model evaluation methodology
As discussed in the Introduction, measuring topic model quality is a difficult
task. This is largely due to many aspects of topical clustering of natural language
documents being regarded as highly subjective. Consequently, comparing a single
automated topical clustering model to a human-made one would not provide any
significant insight, as the measurements could be swayed by many factors regarding
the human annotator.
To combat this, the topic models are evaluated by a technique inspired by [14].
Two human annotators were asked to manually identify topical clusters in several
dataset Conversations. These were provided to them in the form of a set of numbered
text files, containing only the utterance text data in chronological order of submission.
Reddit post titles or other metadata were not available to the annotators. Original posts,
however, were always provided as the first Utterance in the dataset, often providing
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some context. No guidance was given as to the number of topics required and no time
restraint set. The clustering pattern similarity was then evaluated by a set of metrics
explained in the paragraphs of Section 3.5. Topic models were then comparatively
ranked based on their average clustering pattern similarity to both of these humanmade examples.

3.4 Conversation selection
As established above, an individual corpus from ConvoKit carries some inherent
domain specificity. This may be exhibited as variable average comment length,
grammatical regularity, formality of language etc. across corpora. To avoid the trap of
the evaluation results being swayed by these variables, documents from several
subreddit corpora were studied. To do so, a new corpus of conversations across several
subreddits had to be created.
To maximize the likelihood of the human annotators creating topical cluster
patterns of similar quality, their knowledge of the domains discussed therein was
evaluated. This was done with a simple survey, in which the annotators were asked to
self-evaluate their familiarity with the topic, discussed in the conversation. The topic
label, provided in the survey, was manually abstracted, using information in the
conversation title and the corresponding subreddit sidebar. The final criterion for
conversation selection ended being a single degree of separation in the annotator’s
self-expressed proficiency in the discussed domain, which was the case for the
Conversations, shown in Figure 22. The leftmost columns of the Figure also show the
annotators’ self-assessed proficiency comprehending English text, as well as their
familiarity with the website, where the conversations were held.
To make sure each selected conversation carried enough semantic information,
a selected topic also had to include at least 50 non-deleted or otherwise removed
utterances.
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Figure 22: Annotator survey results

The custom corpus created along these lines includes 5 conversations, described
in Table 5. The table denotes the Conversations’ original title and the subreddit on
which the Conversation took place. In its “Abstracted topic” column, the label used in
the aforementioned survey (Figure 22), corresponding to the given Conversation is
shown, along with the numbers of assessed Utterances in each conversation –
corresponding to the number of comments appearing in the text. Hyperlinks to the
posts in their native UI are also provided in the table.
Both annotators submitted their clustering patterns as a list of directories created
in the Windows operating system. Both users approached clustering by naming these
directories by abstraction. These abstractions, however, were not in any way used
when evaluating their clusterings.
The numbers of identified topic clusters for each Conversation are shown Table
6. In it, we can observe a high difference in the number of recognized clusters between
the annotators. This was expected, seeing as not unlike in [14], annotators differed
strongly in their tendency to include singleton clusters (Annotator B did not submit
any across all Conversations, while Annotator B submitted 14 for Conversation 3).
While the referenced work proves that removal of singleton clusters can improve
evaluation metrics, this was not done here. In the calculation of presented evaluation
metrics, the manual cluster patterns were used as submitted by the annotators.
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hyperlink10

Original post title
Is sleeping during "proper" times,

1

Abstracted

Utterance

topic

number

subreddit
Sleep, Sleep

e.g., 12am-8am any better than

redd.it /i63fr/

askscience

sleeping at more erratic times?

Hygiene,

167

Science
General

2

Outfit critique? First day teaching at

clothing,
redd.it/yypgl/

malefashionadvice

a psych grad school

men’s

51

fashion
Popular TV

3

Name any show that had a better
redd.it/xbw6j/

breakingbad

shows,

Pilot episode. I dare you.

95

Breaking Bad
Football,

4

Footballers
Alternative LWB and RWB options

redd.it/6qn5j0/

chelseafc
and Chelsea

73

Football Club
Online video

5

Netflix and other online video are
redd.it/8lg8ge/

technews

& cable TV,

killing cable in customer satisfaction

59

Technology

Table 5: Overview of selected conversations
Number of identified
topics
Annotator

Annotator

A

B

1

20

9

2

14

9

3

24

10

4

19

9

5

12

10

Table 6: Number of manually identified topic clusters by conversation

10

Hyperlinks provided here are not snapshots of the actual data, as they were nt archived at the time of
the construction of ConvoKit. Let them serve only as broad representations of the modelled comment
sections, to be viewed in Reddit’s native UI. Actual data samples should be extracted from the ConvoKit
dataset, using the link suffix provided in this column as the conversation’s unique identifier.
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3.5 Evaluation metrics
Popular clustering evaluation approaches can be split between internal and
external categories [90]. The former analyses the clustering based on a single quality
score. A popular approach, reported to work well with K Means clustering is the
Silhouette coefficient [91], which weights the intra-cluster sample distance with the
mean distance to data points in other clusters. Such a method is useful for conveying
the clarity and irrefutability of cluster definitions. However, seeing the level of
disagreement in the manual clustering samples (where clusters can be assumed to be
defined clearly, as they were formulated by individuals with a high averaged selfassessed level of domain knowledge of the examined topics), a clear definition of
groups will not necessarily impart likeness to human understood topics. What could,
is an averaged external measure of agreement with both annotators.
1

𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝑥) = (𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐(𝑥, 𝐴) + 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 (𝑥, 𝐵))
2

(3.1)

where 𝑥 represents an arbitrary clustering model, while 𝐴 and 𝐵 represent the models
submitted by annotator A and B respectively.
Agreement between measurements refers to the degree of concordance between
two or more separate sets of measurements [92]. It is usually bound at the interval 𝑎 ∈
[0, 1]. It can be measured in several ways. For this use case, only symmetric metrics
were selected, seeing as that enables the measure of agreement of two independent
assignments on the same dataset [74]. The mathematical interpretations of all
agreement metrics assume that one of the input samples represents the ground truth,
similarly a set of labels that may be supplied to a classification evaluation framework.
This property ensures that, no matter which of the input models is assumed to be
ground truth, the measure will be the same.
𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑎, 𝑏) = 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑏, 𝑎)
(3.2)
In the next paragraphs, the evaluation metrics used in this thesis are presented.
In their explanations, the terms ground truth cluster label and class are used
interchangeably. It should, however, be noted, that classification and clustering
analysis should be treated separately and not regarded as analogous. The distribution
of ground truth classes is denoted by 𝐶 and the cluster distribution of the compared
model by 𝐾.
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3.5.1 V-measure
V-measure is defined as the harmonic mean of the homogeneity and
completeness scores and is thusly based on entropy - the measure of uncertainty of a
variable’s possible outcome, first presented by Shannon in 1948 [93].
A homogenous clustering model must assign only data points of a single class to
a cluster. That is, the entropy measure within a single class should be zero. The
measure of homogeneity determines how close a clustering model is to this ideal
distribution.
A complete clustering model will assign all members of a single class to one
cluster – with no regard to intra-cluster entropy.
The only model that could achieve the perfect score in both of these criteria (a
null intra-cluster and inter-cluster) entropy is one, where the class and cluster labels
correspond to each other perfectly. The harmonic mean of these two measures is ergo
a viable option for the measure of agreement, denoted in Equation (3.3), in which ℎ
and 𝑐 represent the measures of homogeneity and completeness, respectively. The
formalizations for these measures, as well as additional information on the metric are
available in [94].
ℎ∙𝑐

𝑣 = 2 ∙ ℎ+𝑐

(3.3)

3.5.2 Adjusted Rand Index
The Rand index score for evaluating clustering was proposed in [95]. It can be
loosely interpreted as the number of agreements between the subsets, weighted by the
total number of possible data point pairs. Hence, it presents the frequency of agreement
occurrence, or the probability that the two subsets will agree on a randomly chosen
pair of data points. It is denoted as:
𝑅𝐼(𝐶, 𝐾) =

𝑎+𝑏
𝑛 ,
( )
2

(3.4)

where 𝑎 is the number of datum pairs that are in the same class in 𝐶 and in the same
cluster in 𝐾, 𝑏 the number of datum pairs that are in different classes in 𝐶 and in
different clusters in 𝐾.
While the Rand Index itself is measure of agreement already, it is later adjusted
for variance in by the use of the expected value of random datum labeling E[RI].
Thusly adjusted Rand Index is defined as:
𝐴𝑅𝐼(𝐶, 𝐾) =

𝑅𝐼(𝐶,𝐾)−𝐸[𝑅𝐼](𝐶,𝐾)
max(𝑅𝐼(𝐶,𝐾))−𝐸[𝑅𝐼](𝐶,𝐾)

(3.5)
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Because of such an adjustment, the adjusted Rand index can yield negative
values. This will happen when the calculated index RI is lesser than the one expected
of random distributions.
3.5.3 Adjusted Mutual Information
Mutual information is another entropy-based score. It is generally used to
measure the mutual dependence between two variables, as it quantifies the amount of
information one can obtain about one variable by observing another. It is measured by
the Kullback-Leibler divergence [96] or relative entropy of the clustering model with
respect to the class distribution. The dependence between the two variables may also
be observed as the probability that any given object falls into both a given class 𝑐, as
well as a given cluster 𝑘, weighted by the individual probabilities of these events
happening.
Similarly to the adjusted Rand index score, this score is also adjusted for
variance by the expected score of random distributions. The details of computing the
expected scores for random distributions can be found in [97].
3.5.4 Fowlkes-Mallows Index
The Fowlkes-Mallows index is defined as the geometric mean of the pairwise
precision and recall [98]. These two common classification metrics correspond to the
fractions of relevant instances among all data points, and relevant instances among all
retrieved data points, respectively. Using the standard notation of True positives (𝑇𝑃),
False positives (𝐹𝑃), and False Negatives (𝐹𝑁), the score can be depicted as Equation
(3.6).
𝐹𝑀𝐼 =

𝑇𝑃

.

(3.6)

√(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃)(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁)

𝐹𝑀𝐼(𝐾 ; 𝐶) =

𝑛𝑘,𝑐

,

(3.7)

√(𝑛𝑘,𝑐 +𝑛𝑘,!𝑐 )(𝑛𝑘,𝑐 +𝑛!𝑘,𝑐 )

Translated to clustering models and class labels, the index is formalized with Equation
(3.7), where 𝑛𝑘,!𝑐 represents the number of data points in cluster 𝑘 that do not
correspond to the class 𝑐 and vice versa.
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3.6 Models and variations
For each of the 5 Conversations in the corpus, several three topic model types
were constructed. Further, each of these model types had many variable parameters
that, when adjusted, could significantly impact the model’s evaluation results.
The best performing variation of each model was selected by the criterion of
maximizing the sum of all four of the above described metrics, normalized. The
normalization function was a simple deduction of the average metric result across all
variations from the computed value.
The first and perhaps most significant variable, required in all of the studied topic
modeling procedures, is the predetermined number of topics 𝑘. In LDA, it corresponds
to the dimensionality of the latent multinomial variable 𝜃, while other models require
it in the K Means clustering phase as the number of initialized centroids. In the
evaluation, values on the interval 𝑘 𝜖 [8, 24] were considered, due to these numbers
being the lowest and highest numbers of clusters that any of the annotators identified
across all examined clusterings. Visualizations and evaluation results of these model
variations are available in Appendix A.
In our experiments, we tested the applicability of different utterance
representation inputs. Figure 23-25 show evaluation metric scores achieved by
separate variations of the three models, introduced at the beginning of this Chapter.
First off, we can see that with LDA, the input frequency vector was evaluated as a
potential variable. The model using the word frequency vector generated by TF-IDF
outperformed the BOW (simple word frequency) approach in all measured scores, so
that one is used in the evaluation. The results are shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Comparison of word frequency vector inputs for LDA

In the HDV approach, the context window size 𝑛 and the context term count 𝑡
(dimensionality of HD vectors) were considered, finally deciding on 𝑛 = 3, 𝑡 = 1000.
Finally, the outputs of the best performing models using vector-space
representations (that is, word embeddings and hyperdimensional vectors) were also
evaluated against their variations using the two studied dimensionality reduction
techniques; shown in Figures 24 and 25. This experiment was inspired by the fact that
multidimensional vectors often have a low scalar product; a metric used in calculating
cosine distance, the measure used in the studied clustering algorithm. As seen in Figure
24, clustering after the application of dimensionality reduction did not improve the
performance of word embeddings. However, clustering on the SOM projection of
hyperdimensional vectors yielded significantly better results than the model performed
without it – presented in Figure 25. Thusly, this variation is used in the cross-method
model evaluation.
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Figure 24: Effect of dimensionality reduction on WE model scores

Figure 25: Effect of dimensionality reduction on HDV model scores
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3.7 Evaluation results and discussion
The results of our evaluation are shown in Figure 26, with additional
information, such as the best performing parameters discussed in the preceding
Section, being tabulated in Table 7. In Figure 26, each group of horizontal bar charts
denotes the agreement scores, achieved by a specific model, with the topmost group
(h x h) denoting the agreement between the two human annotators. These scores are,
expectedly, higher than the average agreement between any examined model and the
human outputs. The following groups then denote the three models in the order in
which they were presented in the Start of this Chapter; TFIDF_LDA (second group),
WE_PARTIAL (third group) and SOM_HDV (last group).
A few key takeaways can be addressed when examining these results. Firstly,
the different methods were successful to a varying degree, depending on the used
metric. Each of them ranks highest in at least one. Furthermore, when comparing their
average success, relative to the agreement score between Annotator A and Annotator
B, we can see that their performances are very similar. For a clearer representation of
this, Figure 27 is available.

Number

Reduction

AMI

ARI

N/A

N/A

0,3807

0,2944

0,3884

0,5705

N/A

N/A

0,1797

0,0888

0,2759

0,3525

24

300

X

0,1515

0,0967

0,2337

0,4787

23

1000

SOM

0,1208

0,0726

0,1769

0,4953

of topics
Human x
Human

Variable

LDA_

15 /

TFIDF

Variable11

WE_
PARTIAL
SOM_
HDV

Fowlkes-

# dim

Mallows

V-score

Table 7: Evaluation measurements

11

The number of topics does not necessarily correspond to the number of clusters the model creates.
While the number of topics to be found is input to 15 in the examined model, the conversion of soft
clusters to hard leaves a variable number of clusters in the LDA model empty (Effectively lowering
the amount of clusters).
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Figure 26: Agreement evaluation visualization by metric

As presented in Figure 27, the clustering outputs of the 24-topic word
embeddings model perform best, reaching 54.18% of the Human versus human
agreement score on average. This result is notable, due to the reviewed literature
confidently establishing Latent Dirichlet Allocation as the preferred and optimal
algorithm for the task. However, the difference in results between the best and worst
performing models is less than 7% the total human agreement score. Furthermore,
when taking in account the rather large standard deviations of these scores (presented
with black vertical bars in Figure 27), the disputability of WE_PARTIAL being
regarded as preferred to other methods only grows. In Figure 26, we can observe that
the SOM_HDV model achieved the single highest score across all models in its Vmeasure performance, while the lowest standard deviation of 13,8%, shown in Figure
27 makes TFIDF_LDA the most consistent of the three. These properties (high
consistency, high average and high top scores) would ideally all need to fall to a single
model for us to decidedly announce one model as superior to another.
We can, however, conclude that both hyperdimensional computing and word
embeddings can produce topical clusters, comparable to the current state-of-the-art
LDA method – a noteworthy contribution in its own right.
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HxH

LDA_TFIDF

WE_PARTIAL

SOM_HDV

100,00%

54,18%
52,55%

47,19%

Figure 27: Percentage of Human vs Human agreement achieved by models

4 Discussion summarization
4.1 Extractive discussion summarization
In Chapter 1, the topic modeling step of the commonly used framework for
discussion summarization was examined. This framework was presented, expanded
upon and illustrated in the beginning of Chapter 3, in Figure 18. In it, utterances are
topically clustered by some sort of topic model, such as those presented in Figure 1.
Then, utterances within each cluster are ranked, so that a given amount of utterances
that maximize the selection criterion are selected. These are then presented in the
summarization document using various natural language processing technique for
extractive summarization.
Extractive summarization is the strategy of concatenating corpus extracts. A
summary, generated by this method paraphrases the document using novel sentences,
created by the reuse of tokens used therein [99]. A vast majority of the literature on
document summarization is devoted to it. Seeing as extractive summarization is not
the subject of this thesis (but rather its abstractive counterpart, discussed later), details
of complex methods for it will not be discussed here. Let it be enough to state that
several features for determining which document-parts should be included in a
summary, to be weighted according to importance, the value of which can be defined
with several machine learning approaches, which can be split into greedy [100], Neural
network [101] and graph-based [102]. Possible features, as well as weighting
technique overviews are included in [103].
In the following paragraphs, an example summary is performed, according to the
state-of-the-art topic model. Its output is presented in Appendix B, Section B.3, and is
visualized in Figure 28.
In the example summary, Conversation number 1 from Table 5 is used as the
corpus. Using the 15-topic TFIDF_LDA clustering method and the highest reddit
score12 as the intra-cluster ranking criterion for utterances, 6 comments can be
12

The score of an utterance is calculated by subtracting the sum of all received downvotes from the
sum of all received upvotes.
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extracted from it. This, of course, means that the model identified only 6 hard-clusters
of topics, even though that 15 of them were created.
Extractive analysis for this example is performed with respect to only one of the
proposed text-part selection features, discussed in [103] – The sentence location.13
According to it, the first and the last sentence of the first and last paragraph of any text
document are considered most important to the overall semantic value of the
document. Consequently, only these will be included in the extractive summaries of
utterances.
Figure 28 visualizes the example summary. Each speech bubble contains a
summarized text, created by concatenating the two selected sentences. Our thoughts
on the summary quality are given in the introduction of the following section.

Figure 28: Extractive 3-step summary of a sample conversation

13

Note that, in a more complete and thorough summarizer, multiple features should be considered.
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4.2 Discussion and reasons for abstraction
The summary in Figure 28 can be compared to two manually written, free-form
abstractive summaries B.1 and B.2 found in Appendix B. While ideas and concepts
discussed in these summaries do protrude in the example as well, a lot of information
is lost. Among others, the discussion of f.lux, REM sleep, eating habits and other ideas,
that could be referred to as topics, is completely absent. To add on to this, such a
summary does not offer much utility (for example use cases described in the
Motivation section of the Introduction), as beginning to peruse the comment section
will offer similar information to the reader.14
Furthermore, any form of extractive summarization is inherently less ideal for
applying to corpora, generated by multiple speakers. With the goal of amending these
shortcomings and potentially uncovering even more areas of interest, a novel
summarizer framework is proposed in Chapter 5. This framework is, in contrast to the
one described above, abstractive in nature; meaning it is to be able to generate new
phrases with possibility of rephrasing – or indeed, abstracting the ideas, conveyed in
the original text.
In general, abstractive methods of text summarization are cited as being able to
provide more freedom, balance and cohesion to the summary, as well as being more
similar to the way humans summarize text [104]. Many modern approaches are based
on the neural encoder-decoder architecture and other forms of neural networks [104]–
[106].
However, the techniques for summarizing online discourse cannot be simply
generalized to the summarization of multiple documents. Attempts at abstractive
discussion summarization in the literature are condensed to the filling of manually
created templates [17].

14

Because the average reddit score is used as the ranking criterion in this example, the displayed
utterances will also be featured more prominently (higher) in the reddit user interface. While another
ranking criterion may yield different results, the discussed ideas could still be understood in a
comparable amount of time by the reader.

5 Novel summarizer framework
In this Chapter, the second major contribution of our work – a novel abstractive
summarizer framework, is presented. It uses NLP techniques (those described in
Chapter 2, as well as additional ones, described in their own Sections here) to find
information needed to piece together the ideal summary of an online conversation.
Such a summary is proposed by Barker et al. in [13]. For the remainder of this Chapter,
as well as in Appendix B, this form of summary will thusly be referred to as the Barker
summary. In Section 5.1, we propose a formalization of the pieces needed to create
such a summary and establish their place in a summary template. A manually created
Barker summary of the sample conversation (Conversation 1 from Table 5) is provided
in B.4.
A comprehensive overview of the proposed summarizer system is presented in
Figure 30, with theoretical grounds for it being laid in the remainder of the Chapter.

5.1 Template definition
The proposed summarizer framework approaches Conversation abstraction by
filling a manually created template. We created it by considering the definition of the
Barker summary, extrapolated from [13], which should identify and articulate the main
issues in the comments and characterize opinions on them. These opinions include, but
are not limited to, the identification of alternative viewpoints, their aggregation,
indicating grounds given to support them, indicating the presence or absence of
consensus15.

15

Informal accounts for viewpoints, opinions and issues are given in [13]. They adequately
correspond to their lexemic definition and do not need to be examined for the understanding of the
model.
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From this, we have inferred four key components of the Barker summary. They
are used in the Barker Summary template, which we present in Figure 29, and
described in more detail below.

Commenters discuss <MI1>, regarding <ka1(MI1),..., kan(MT1)>.
Commenters discuss <MI2>. They describe <ka1(MI2), ... kan(MI2)>.
Other discussed topics include <i3, i4, i5, i6, ... in>. The
commenters are most passionate about these entities: <s1>;
(<mostly/overwhelmingly(|pol(s1)|)> <positive/negative
(pol(s1))>) ....

Figure 29: Barker summary template

The Main issue 𝑀𝐼 is the most prevalent topic in the entire conversation,
expressed as a simple noun or phrase. If a single Main issue cannot be found, several
should be presented. For each issue, a list of key arguments 𝑘𝑎 is be generated,
regardless of the ground or viewpoint they defend. They should be expressed simply,
with abstractive labels. A list of all other identified and labelable issues 𝑖𝑛 ≠ 𝑀𝐼 is
also presented. Finally, a set of entities, identified as most sentimentally polar 𝑠 is
included. The absolute value of the polarity measure of an individual entity 𝑠𝑖 is the
criterion of the qualitative assessment word chosen to describe it, with the prefix
(positive / negative) of the polarity is also stated in the summary.

5.2 Overview and scope
The techniques we use in the novel summarizer to generate Barker summaries
branch into several fields. Initially, we use topic modeling and clustering as discussed
in Section 2.6, for the identification of issues in the corpus. Then, we send a selection
of the most relevant words for each topic or topical cluster from the collection of
clusters 𝐶 into a topic labeler. This returns simple, descriptive abstract tags for every
identified topic. Organized in the form of a list, this corresponds to 𝑖 in the Barker
template. 𝑀𝐼 can be selected from 𝑖 in several ways; we propose the use the 𝑖𝑗 ∈ 𝑖 with
the highest number of data points in its corresponding cluster 𝑐𝑗 ∈ 𝐶 as the main topic
in this initial document. We further suggest that these same topical clusterings of
utterance documents also be input into an Argument mining section of the framework.
This extracts the comment parts which provide relevant grounds and viewpoints on a
given topic. Lastly, parts of speech denoting significant nouns and entities are
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extracted from the initial corpus. On them, we perform the NLP technique of sentiment
analysis to obtain a list of most polarizing entities in the model 𝑠. The schematic for
our novel summarizer, visualizing this procedure can be seen in Figure 30.

Figure 30: Novel summarizer framework

Due to the constraining scope of a bachelor’s thesis, all techniques cannot
possibly be discussed in such depth, as exhibited in the discussion of topic modelling
and clustering techniques in Chapter 2. However, for the presentation of this model’s
performance, some need to be included in this thesis. To combat this conundrum, an
abridged framework is presented. In it, several expediting steps are taken with the
assumption or omission of certain values and components, that should otherwise be
determined by some form of quantitative evaluation. The abridged framework can be
interpreted by omitting the components, nodes and procedures, colored red in Figure
30.
In the abridged framework, the lists of arguments 𝑘𝑎 are wholly removed. This
is due to our recognition and understanding of the field of argument mining as the most
complex. Relevant work in the field of extracting units of argumentation in online
forums can be found in [107–109]. Secondly, no measurements of the ideal amounts
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of input or output words (or other NL data) is conducted in some framework parts.
The role of these measurement procedures (denoted with pairs of circular arrows in
Figure 30) in the original framework is to determine a quality threshold in
measurement metrics, so that only a sensible amount of arguments and sentimental
words are included in the final summary. Likewise, such a system is also used to aid
in the topic labeling process. As shown in Section 5.4, a different subset of input words
can yield different labels. Rather than evaluating these thresholds, arbitrarily chosen
numbers of topic labeling input words (8), and sentiment polarity extraction output
words (3) are used in our abridged example. The latter number also corresponds to the
length of list 𝑠. Finally, only a single main issue is identified in this example, with the
metric of selection being the maximized aggregation of comments in its corresponding
topical cluster.
In the following Sections, we present the inner-workings of all abridged model
sub-parts. We then disclose information about our implementation of the abridged
model in Section 5.6 and finally show and comment on our results in Section 5.7.

5.3 POS Tagging and Named Entity Recognition
We use Part-of-speech (POS) tagging and Named entity recognition (NER) in
the sentiment analysis pipeline of the proposed model. In it, words of interest (nouns
and named entities) are extracted, so that the sentimental polarity toward each
recognized word can be evaluated across the entire conversation.
POS tagging is the process of determining the roles individual words play in
sentences. It is harder than it may seem at first glance, due to a large percentage of
words in natural languages being ambiguous and have the possibility of representing
different POS in separate instances. The word “hatch”, for example, can represent a
singular noun or a verb, depending on the words put around it. Hence, POS tagging is
a heavily language dependent NLP technique.
While unsupervised methods exist, most popular approaches for recognizing the
role a token plays in its corresponding sentence segment are reliant on a pre-existing
corpus, from which a model learns. From there, the choice of a tag set is also necessary,
as the definition of the possible POS categories can range from simple to very
complex.
Figure 31 shows an example of how the POS tagging section of our model might
recognize specific words’ roles. The figure was generated automatically using [85].
We can see that the verb is (lemma = be) was first ascertained from the sentence “This
is a sentence”. From this verb, the two POS directly relating to it; the noun ‘sentence’
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and the determiner16 ‘this’, were successfully analysed and tagged. This procedure
then branched onto the final determiner, ‘a’, relating to the newly tagged noun.

Figure 31: Model POS tagging analysis

Named entity recognition strives to identify objects with given names in an
unstructured corpus and classify them into pre-defined categories. It is usually trained
on similar annotated data. In this model, it is used in conjunction with (but
independently of) POS-tagging to capture entities, discussed in the conversation, more
reliably. The lists of nouns, extracted from a POS-tagged list and entities are joined
before entering the sentiment analysis section of the summarizer.
Figure 32 shows an example of how the NER section of our model might
recognize named entities. This figure was, again, generated automatically by [85].
Note that the model not only recognizes all entities in the example, but also their type.
These are present in the model as predetermined classes.

Figure 32: Model NER analysis

In this thesis, the OntoNotes 5 [110] version of the Penn Treebank set [111] is
used to train the models. For POS-Tagging, it is then mapped to a simpler tag set [112].
The final model thus contains 19 possible POS tags and 18 possible NE classes. An

16

In the used POS tagging software from [85], determiners are denoted by ‘DET’.
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alternative model for less-grained NER annotation [113] was also examined, without
substantial difference in results of the overall performance of the summarizer.
State-of-the-art results in POS-tagging and named entity recognition are realized
with context-aware deep neural networks [114, 115]. Some of the best systems have
been achieving near-human levels of evaluative performance for several years [116].

5.4 Topic Labeling
The concept of topic labeling is at the core of the abstraction goal that we set for
ourselves when designing our summarizer. The field stems from the hypothesis that
co-occurring words in text corpora (words in the same topical clusters) refer to
concepts that belong closely together in a relational graph, constructed on the ontology
of an online multidomain knowledge base [20]. Perhaps the best known such
compendium is the Wikipedia [117], with over 6 million distinct articles created about
entities, concepts and knowledge from all branches of human study. DBPedia [21,118]
is a community effort to extract structured information from Wikipedia and make this
information available on the internet. The approach towards topic labeling in this thesis
refers to harvesting the knowledge found in a DBPedia ontology graph of topically
similar words. From this harvested knowledge, we generate abstractive names for the
topics the input words collectively describe.
Each Wikipedia entry with the hyperlink wikipedia.org/wiki/entry has a
corresponding page on DBPedia: dbpedia.org/resource/entry. On this page, the
harvested information from Wikipedia is stored.
Observe, for example, the parallels of the Wikipedia page and the DBPedia
resource for the association football player Diego Costa, given in Figure 33 and Figure
34 respectively. On this pair of Figures, we denote the co-ocurring information with
the colours red (list of association football teams played for), green (kit number) and
blue (portrait thumbnail).
Upon examination of a DBPedia resouce, such as the one in Figure 34, one
should recognize that all harvested information is specified by a set of property:value
parameters. The hyperlinked property parameter is given with the notation
𝑝𝑟𝑒: 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦. In it ‘𝑝𝑟𝑒’ denotes a fixed namespace of an IRI17, where more
information about the parsing and understanding of this property type is stored.
Conversely, ‘property’ corresponds to a certain knowledge field found in Wikipedia.
17

An IRI is a type of RDF uniform resource identifier reference that unambiguously identifies a
particular resource hosted on the internet.
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The value parameter contains the information provided in said knowledge field on
Wikipedia. Observe, that the property parameter in the leftmost column in Figure 34
does not appear in Figure 33.
A vocabulary on linkage between DBPedia concepts hosted on the property IRI
namespaces and Wikipedia categories can be found at [119].

Figure 33: Example Wikipedia entry
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Figure 34: DBPedia resource, corresponding to the Wikipedia entry in Figure 33

DBPedia resource information can be extracted for use and processing using an
endpoint explorer utilising the SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language18. In it,
queries contain a set of triple basic graph patterns, similar to RDF triples – the first
element of which denotes the resource, the second the property and third the value
[120].
Figure 35 shows basic two examples of DBPedia resource queries. In the first
one, above the horizontal delimiter, all the data for a given page is queried and
extracted. Here, it should be noted that the notation of custom_prefix:Entity could be
replaced with a literal resource link <http://dbpedia.org/resource/entity>, if a custom
prefix was not defined. The second example shows the query of a specific value, given
its corresponding property parameter. Specifically, this example queries the kit
number, annotated with green in Figure 33 and Figure 34.
This querying scheme enables the user to pick and choose the desired data from
a given DBPedia resource, with SPARQL providing the means for substantial and
complex queries.

18

An example explorer is deployed at http://dbpedia.org/snorql/
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PREFIX custom_prefix:
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/>

SELECT * WHERE {
custom_prefix:Entity ?property ?value
}

PREFIX : <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
PREFIX dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>

SELECT ?value WHERE {
:Diego_Costa dbo:number ?value
}

Figure 35: Basic SPARQL Query examples

In our the topic labeling section of our summarizer, we aim to use such queries
to find topological connections between a set of input words. Two resources sharing
the same value in any given DBPedia property field (and often, even if the property
field is not the same) can be interpreted as them having something in common. Ergo,
any extracted property value becomes a candidate abstractive label for the words we
input into the labeling section of our summarizer.
However, the amount of noise seen in Figure 34 shows that not all property types
need to be considered when determining abstractive label candidates. Values, such as
those corresponding to the properties dbo:wikiPageRevision and dbo:height will never
constitute a simple and coherent label, such as the one required in the Barker summary.
Suitable label candidates, intrinsically, need to aim to be overarching concepts, which
might be able to accurately describe a larger set of words, assumed to represent a
discovered latent topic in the model.
The analysis of different DBPedia property types is too broad a subject for this
thesis, so work from [20] is used to determine the classification schemata, describing
appropriate label candidates. These property types19 include skos:broader,
skos:broaderOf, rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:type and dcterms:subject.
A graph of these property values with the resource node at the centre can then
be expanded by recursively taking into account all of its existing edges. Because of the
broad, abstractive nature of values generated by these property types, a list of STOP
19

For more information on these property types, see [119, 121, 122]
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URIs – values to not be included in any graph20 - is used and referenced throughout
this process. The literature explains that best results are to be had by limiting the model
to 2 recursive hops.
Figure 36 shows how semantic graph, extracted from the DBPedia ontology
looks like in an ideal scenario. It was generated programmatically, with the aid of
[123]. In it, the example resources ‘Arjen_Robben’, ‘Frank_Lampard’, ‘John_Terry’,
and ‘Diego_Costa’ (four association football players) were used as seed nodes –
resources, provided at input. These are visualized in yellow. In our summarizer
framework, seed nodes correspond to the words, received by the topic labeler at input.
Texts thus need to be accurately pre-processed to maximize the likelihood of their
corresponding DBPedia resources being found in the query. The above described
procedures then recursively queries the desired DBPedia property types, adding any
found resources to the list of nodes; visualized as blue in the Figure. Observe how
these are connected to the node, the query of which resulted in them being discovered.
A list of fitting labels can be extracted from this sort of graph by measuring node
graph centrality. Nodes in the centre of the graph shown in Figure 36 corresponded to
DBPedia resources of entities ‘Association Football Player’, ‘Athlete’ and ‘Soccer
Player’, all of which are good topic names, applicable for use in the Barker summary
template.

Figure 36: Example 4-resource DBPedia ontology graph

20

When running the labeler without ignoring of Stop URIs, the most central nodes are often too allencompassing and abstract, such as Thing, Living Thing, Person, Causal Agent or Class.
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Several measures of network centrality can be used for finding the best possible
labels. These are discussed in depth in [124]. Their suitability for this use-case is
analysed in [20]. While the literature touts the selection of centrality measure as vital
for generating good labels, a more simple form of measurement is presented here.
Assume that eccentricity 𝑒 of any node 𝑛𝑖 in graph 𝐺 is its maximum length to
any node 𝑛𝑖 , where 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗. Define the radius 𝑟(𝐺) of the graph as the minimum
eccentricity between any two nodes in 𝐺. Nodes at the centre of the graph 𝑐(𝐺) can
then be defined as those with the eccentricity equal to the radius. This is shown in
Equation (5.1).
𝑛𝑖 ∈ 𝑐(𝐺) ⟺ 𝑒(𝑛𝑖 ) = 𝑟(𝐺)
(5.1)
Should the multitude of 𝑐(𝐺) be larger than 1, the best abstractive label can be
determined by a series of text post-processing steps, or selected by maximizing local
degree connectivity measures to determine the node’s importance.
It should be noted that this centrality measure will not work with segmented
graphs, as their radius is inherently infinite. Instead, the centre of the largest segment
should be calculated. By using this approach, in the case of broad input concepts with
non-existent mutual connections, it is possible that one of the input words will be
selected as the final label.

5.5 Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is sometimes also called opinion mining and is the technique
of identifying and quantifying the affective states and subjective information given in
data. It is a complex and deeply interesting field, only briefly touched on in this model,
seeing as it includes the performance of the briefest of SA tasks; classifying polarity.
Many pre-trained models for sentiment analysis are available online. They are
usually trained on manually defined sentimental expression lexica, which denote
included expressions’ polarity (good, bad or neutral), part of speech and the way they
relate to other POS.
The pipeline for identifying sentiment towards a specific word in a given
sentence boils down to assigning it a POS and using other NLP techniques like shallow
parsing [125] to identify phrases and local syntactic dependencies among them. When
phrase relationships are understood (as in Figure 31), phrases that modify the
examined word are cross referenced with the sentiment lexicon. The polarity of the
word will depend on the lexicon definitions of the words that modify it in the sentence
structure. Positive and negative polarity is often denoted with integers, so that
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principles of calculus can be used on populations of data. This notation is formalized
in Equation (5.2).
𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 ∈ {1, −1}
(5.2)
In this proof-of-concept, the sentimental polarity towards any given entity is
calculated as an averaged sum of the polarities of all sentences the entity appears in.

5.6 Implementation
In our proof-of-concept implementation of the abridged novel summarizer
model, we used the packages described in Section 3.2. Additionally, POS-tagging and
NER were performed by packages provided in SpaCy [85]. SPARQL queries of
DBPedia were performed using SPARQLWrapper [126]. The Graphs, constructed
upon their results, as well as the extraction of their central values were aided by
NetworkX [123]. Finally, the polarity of sentiments was analysed with TextBlob [127].
An example output of the model is presented in Figure 37, with our thoughts on the
achieved results being presented in the forthcoming Section.

5.7 Discussion and Future work
Figure 37 shows an automatic abstractive summary, created on Conversation 3
from Table 5 by our novel summarizer. Comparing it to the form, manual summaries
of this conversation in Appendix B, one can observe many similar concepts being
discussed.

Commenters discuss Shift-work.
Other

discussed

topics

include

Rhythm,

Illuminance,

Health and Sleep. The commenters are most passionate about
the production (mostly positive), bed (mostly positive) and
night (mostly positive).

Figure 37: Abridged novel summarizer model output example

While we did not recognize shift-work as a leading issue21 in the comment
section, the summarizer identifying it at all is still a notable result, as none of the input
21

We did, however, clearly recognize it as one of the issues in the text.
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words for the main topic cluster did not include neither the word shift, nor work. It
should be noted that the proof-of-concept labeling model often failed to construct a
graph between any of the input entities, and thus selected the input word with most
DBPedia links as the label for the topic itself – which is a sensible outcome due to the
relatively broad and high concepts being discussed in this comments section (i.e.
Sleep, Health). However, there is still more work to be done in all individual parts of
the model – such as the listings of most sentimental topics needing a post-processing
step, improving the topic-labeler to better handle broad input topics and the addition
of an argument miner. Additionally, non-conclusive experiments with other input
words showed that the current topic modeling method for their extraction might
actually be redundant, as extracted common nouns and entities were able to find labels
of considerable quality as well.

6 Conclusion
In this work, we thoroughly examined the field of bleeding-edge online
discussion summarization. We studied currently popular applications in the
knowledge-space and proposed three discrete procedures for topical utterance
clustering; a key step that we recognized in most of them. We externally evaluated
these procedures with a novel and rigorous clustering evaluation method based on
human-provided samples and determined them comparably suitable for the task at
hand, while also noting their individual strengths and hindrances.
We identified the short-comings of existing summarization applications and
finally proposed our own summarizer model, formalizing its components end
presenting its proof-of-concept outputs that give excuses for optimism when
approaching future work.
We firmly believe that graph-based approaches using multidomain knowledge
compendia should be considered in any kind of future research in this field. The
Markov Clustering Algorithm in [19] uses these sorts of graphs for topic modeling,
while a more rigorous work with the labeling approach described herein may prove to
yield even more interesting results. While the results generated by our summarizer
model are encouraging, our non-conclusive experiments showed that many of the
information discussed in output summaries could, in practice, be inferred from the
metadata, available on the examined online portal22. To create interesting and
informative summaries, viable for presentation towards readers familiar with this sort
of information, some sort of weighting system of the topic labeling graph should be
studied. This would enable the labeler to more reliably choose domain-specific
concepts as label-words (in contrast to the ideas that could be applied to most
conversations, being held on that specific forum or online sub-community). We are

22

In the case of our chosen online forum Reddit, these appear as the name (and related data) of the
visited subreddit, and the title.
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confident in the possibility of the performance of this model being improved and are
looking forward to studying this subject further.
We hope that our two major contributions – the evaluation of alternative topical
clustering models and the introduction of our novel abstractive summarizer will be
recognized by other authors in the field of online discussion summarization. We
believe that the prospect of embedding semantics into vector representations directly
might especially elevate the field with more authors considering this possibility.
Additionally, we believe that the Barker summary template, established as the basis
for our novel summarizer, might simplify future approaches in formalizing key
abstractive summary components, while our model provides clear guidelines on how
to extract them from the unwieldy corpus that are user generated texts.

A Appendix : Model Variation Evaluation
In this appendix, the evaluation results are given for variations of three separate
topical clustering models. The details for these evaluations are described in Sections
3.5 and 3.6 of the thesis. The three models23 are presented in the beginning of Chapter
3.
The model variations, examined herein are represented by distinct numbers of
hyperparametric latent topics, provided to a clustering model at input. According to
this number, the text utterances are to be clustered, directly affecting the model’s
performance. The evaluation scores are visually illustrated, beginning with Figure 38.
The bar charts shown in all visualizations except in Figure 42 Figure 47 and Figure 52,
follow the same general structure. On the leftmost graph of each given figure, the
average normalized results across all 5 examined Conversations are plotted, sorted by
their performance in descending order. The graph on the right shows the actual metric
score of the given model variation, sorted by inferred latent topic number in ascending
order. Figure 42, Figure 47 and Figure 52 show the averaged sum of the normalized
values of all four examined metrics. The best performing variations in these Figures
were then selected as representatives of their respective models in the evaluation in
Chapter 3.

23

Note that these graphs show results for hyperdimensional representations’ performance prior to the
dimensionality reduction with SOM. This is due to SOM being a computationally demanding
algorithm. Thusly, the number of topics for the SOM_HDV model was decided based on the
comparative evaluation of dimensionally un-reduced variations, shown here.
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A.1 Hyperdimensional Computing: Determining number of topics

Figure 38: Average annotator V-measure by cluster number [HDV]

Figure 39: Average annotator ARI by cluster number [HDV]

A.1 Hyperdimensional Computing: Determining number of topics

Figure 40: Average annotator AMI by cluster number [HDV]

Figure 41: Average annotator FMI by cluster number [HDV]
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Figure 42: Average sum of normalized evaluation metrics by cluster number [HDV]

A.2 LDA: Determining number of topics

A.2 LDA: Determining number of topics

Figure 43: Average annotator V-measure by topic number [TFIDF_LDA]

Figure 44: Average annotator ARI by topic number [TFIDF_LDA]
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Figure 45:Average annotator AMI by topic number [TFIDF_LDA]

Figure 46: Average annotator FMI by topic number [TFIDF_LDA]

A.2 LDA: Determining number of topics

Figure 47: Average sum of normalized evaluation metrics by topic number [TFIDF_LDA]
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A.3 Word Embeddings: Determining number of topics

Figure 48: Average annotator V-measure by cluster number [WE_Partial]

Figure 49: Average annotator ARI by cluster number [WE_PARTIAL]

A.3 Word Embeddings: Determining number of topics

Figure 50: Average annotator AMI by cluster number [WE_PARTIAL]

Figure 51: Average annotator FMI by cluster number [WE_PARTIAL]
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Figure 52: Average sum of normalized evaluation metrics by cluster number [WE_PARTIAL]

B Appendix: Generated Summaries
All example summaries are generated on the “Is sleeping during “proper” times,
e.g., 12am-8am any better than sleeping at more erratic times?” Conversation
document, as held on the r/askscience subreddit. At the time of sampling, the post
amassed 170 comments, 3 of which were either deleted or removed. The post
containing the conversation utterances (comments) is accessible at the hyperlink
https://redd.it /i63fr/. Even when generated otherwise, summaries are stripped of all
rich text formatting in this appendix.

B.1 Manual summary, Free Form, Long
The top comment explains that sleeping during the day reduces endogenous
melatonin production, which reduces depth of sleep, the length and intensity of REM
sleep and limits the available time your brain has for tasks like memory consolidation.
Commenters reply, talking about the possibility of a person’s photoreceptors being
comparatively more sensitive to this, building a tolerance to melatonin, REM sleep
and more.
Several threads talk about the precautions people who sleep during the day can
take to circumvent these negative effects. Recommendations include turning your
room into a cave, using eye masks, earplugs and specialized glasses, exercising good
sleep hygiene, having a regular routine, showering before going to bed, listening to
specific music, turning your phone on silent, establishing rules with family and friends
and more. Commenters also discuss their eating habits in relation to when they go to
sleep. They go on to discuss why some people prefer fasting at night, while others
can’t sleep on an empty stomach. Sub-conversations involve discussing drugs,
peripheral clocks and acid reflux.
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A thread states that shift-workers, who can’t take some of these precautions, are
less healthy than the rest of the population, due to lower melatonin production, which
is the result of circadian rhythm disruption. Some commenters rebuke; stating that their
lower health is due to them leading a less healthy lifestyle for various socio-economic
reasons. No consensus is achieved.
A Recommendation of f.lux is found in the comments, a program which
automatically reduces the intensity of blue frequencies from your computer, reducing
the impact of circadian disruption and making it easier to sleep. Sub-conversations
involve technical advice about f.lux, its alternatives and the user’s opinion on the
program: Most have high praise for it and state that they can’t go without it, but some
say that it doesn’t work or strains their eyes. Some other comments also talk about
other ways of preventing blue light exposure during nighttime.
Commenters also share their own experiences, opinions and preferences with
alternative sleep schedules. They discuss the appropriateness and health effects of
polyphasic sleep and melatonin supplements.
Other comments include discussions about:
- Sleep related advice
- Artificial lighting
- irregularities like a non-24-hour circadian rhythm and Delayed Sleep Phase
Disorder
- Effect of sleep on a teen’s development cycle.
- Power napping
Key topics: circadian rhythm, melatonin, REM sleep, sleep hygiene, eating
before sleep, f.lux, circadian disruption, sleep, nighttime, shiftwork, alternative sleep
schedules, health.

B.2 Manual Summary, Free Form, Short
A comment explains the negative effects of sleeping during the day.
Conversation continues about melatonin production, REM sleep and more. Most
comments include sleep related advice and experiences with alternative sleep
schedules. Several threads talk about circumventing negative effects. They discuss
sleep aid products, sleep hygiene, routines and more. Commenters also discuss their
eating habits, drugs and peripheral clocks. A thread talks about the relative low health
of shift-workers. A thread talks about the program f.lux and blue light exposure during
nighttime.

B.3 Automatic Summary, Standard Extractive Model
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B.3 Automatic Summary, Standard Extractive Model
Speaker 1: I'm a typical kid who uses the internet too much. I find myself going
to sleep at 4 or 5am and waking in the afternoon. Sometimes, (today), I've spent too
much time using my laptop in bed and then eating a snack that I can't sleep even after
the sun rises. Is there anything particularly bad in, say, me going to sleep at 10am
today?
Speaker 2: When photoreceptors in your retina detect wavelengths of light
around 400nm (blue light) they signal the pineal gland which then inhibits the
production of melatonin - the hormone responsible for regulating circadian rhythm.
Algernon_Asimov is referring to what is known as sleep hygiene and is important for
maintaining regular, restful sleep.
Speaker 3: Thanks for putting the science into my comment. :)
Speaker 4: Are you basing this solely off your own personal experience or
paraphrasing from professional sources? If it is the latter what are your sources?
Speaker 5: umm... Both? Why do you ask? I stated in my post that I'm a sufferer
of sleep problems, not a doctor or specialist. I'm not passing myself off as an expert,
merely an informed layman. I didn't realise I had to always quote sources when
answering questions here. Sorry. I was just trying to be helpful.
Speaker 6: This is why people who work shift-work are generally less healthy
than the rest of the population. Melatonin is a tumor-suppressant and as such, shift
workers suffer from higher incidences of cancer; the WHO's International Agency for
Research on Cancer listed *"shiftwork that involves circadian disruption"* as a
probable carcinogen in 2007.

B.4 Manual Summary, Barker Template
Commenters discuss negative effects of sleeping during the day. They point out
its effects on melatonin production, depth of sleep and REM sleep.
Commenters discuss circumventing negative effects. They describe sleep aid
products, sleep hygiene and routines.
Other discussed topics include eating habits, drugs, f.lux and shift-workers. The
commenters are most passionate about these entities: f.lux; (overwhelmingly positive).
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B.5 Manual Summary, Abridged Barker Template
Commenters discuss negative effects of sleeping during the day.
Other discussed topics include eating habits, drugs, f.lux and shift-workers. The
commenters are most passionate about these entities: f.lux; (overwhelmingly positive),
blue light (overwhelmingly negative) and Shift-work (mostly negative).

B.6 Novel Automatic Summary, Abridged Barker Template
Commenters discuss Shift-work.
Other discussed topics include Rhythm, Illuminance, Health and Sleep. The
commenters are most passionate about the production; (mostly positive), bed (mostly
positive) and night (mostly positive).
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